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Paranoia is just reality on a stick
exploded! Late in 1962 we listened to ‘Love Me Do’
and still remained unimpressed by the “Beatles”.
Another piece of hype, we decided. Hardly a song
at all, just a blues riff.

ROCKING ON MERSEYSIDE
1958-62 (part 4)
by Neil Foster

John was now married and it was obvious that he
had lost interest in the metropolitan dream. I sold
my Selmer to a Southampton businessman who
was the only person to reply to my ad in the
“Melody Maker” – he even paid my return fare to
Southampton and negotiated a discount with the
shop as I was forced to admit I still owed some
money on it. (I should have kept it: the sax for
which I paid £125, including HP, in 1961, is now
worth well over £2,000!).

We had now left the “Cherokee” club as the
Manager had stopped paying us. We discovered
that he was an undischarged bankrupt and had in
fact once disguised himself with a false beard and
mingled with the customers when one of his
creditors called!
We had gone as far as we could go, having played
dozens of small clubs, large clubs, well-known
places like the Casbah and Blair Hall and totally
obscure ones like the tiny “Beat-Route” club in Ullet
Road, Liverpool 17. We even played at a convent
once! The high spot of our career was appearing
bottom of the bill to “The Big Three” and “Gerry and
the Pacemakers” at a church hall in Tuebrook.

That was the end of the group but the bass-player,
Charlie, carried on playing when he and I returned
to Liverpool eight months later. He had swapped
his Hofner bass for an Epiphone and there was
plenty of work just after the “Beatles“ broke through.

Our drummer, Rodney, had had a final bust-up with
his brother and had gone down to London to live.
As a replacement, we chose John Foster, who was
Ringo’s cousin and in fact, played on Ringo’s old
drum-kit – we knew that, as Ringo had thoughtfully
scrawled his name all over the skins!

He once told me that he only had two ambitions: 1)
to play on a stage for money and 2) to make a
record. 1) was dead easy. Everyone did it. 2) was
practically impossible, unless you had luck or
contacts. Yet he managed to play on not one but
THREE records produced by the great Joe Meek,
no less. How had he accomplished this feat?
Certainly not by his bass-playing prowess.

We also recruited a new guitarist who was much
livelier on stage than we were and with a new name
(“John Day and the Nighthawks”) and a new
uniform (hideously garish football jerseys and
supertight jeans) we secured a booking at Crewe
Town Hall. This was unforgettable for the wrong
reason: the zips on our jeans burst and we had to
borrow some safety pins from some of the girls to
make ourselves decent! But the new group was
nowhere near as tight as the old one and it was
clear that John Foster was a poor replacement for
Rodney Day.

He had joined a group called “Jason Eddie and the
Centermen”. “Jason Eddie” was the stage-name of
Albert Wycherly, who was Billy Fury’s brother. The
Fury connection secured them an audition with Joe
Meek in his Holloway Road studios. Meek, a
ruthless perfectionist, kept them working literally
from morning till night for days on end until they
were utterly exhausted. Three records were
eventually released: ‘Whatcha Gonna Do’, ‘Singing
the Blue’ (described by a Radio Caroline DJ as the
worst record he had ever heard) and the title of the
third I don’t remember (it’s listed on the Joe Meek
web site). Meek even recorded one of Charlie’s
own compositions; a ballad called ‘Green Eyes’, but
it was never released.

One night, after a visit to the “Iron Door”, John
parked up the van and gave us a pep talk. The gist
of it was that Liverpool was a dead-end place for
music and we would never get on if we stayed
there. London was the place to be and that was
what we should be aiming for. Like sheep we all
believed him and dutifully gave up our jobs. In May
1962 we headed down the M1 to fame and fortune
that never happened, while back on Merseyside,
“the dead-end place”, the music scene suddenly

None of the group ever made any money from
these recordings. Charlie eventually got married
and left the music business. However, the musical
connections carried on. He became a civil servant
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and while working at the Old Swan office met and
made friends with Pete Best, the drummer who had
been so unceremoniously dumped by the “Beatles”.
Naturally, he asked Pete the $64,000 question:
“Why did the “Beatles” sack you?”

power or range and a further handicap is that I am
extremely nervous on stage and have no presence
whatsoever. I never got to drive the Plymouth!
However, there were two curious sequels to this
story.

He received the standard answer: “I still don’t know.
I wasn’t given a reason.” However, the reasons are
well known. The other members of the “Beatles”
were jealous of Pete’s success with women (not
only did he pull more birds than all the rest
combined, he didn’t even have to try. They pulled
him!) Also, although Pete was not unfriendly, he
was basically a loner and his sense of humour was
not quite on their wavelength, so he had to go.
Even so, the way the other “Beatles” did it was very
underhand (they asked Epstein to do the dirty
work).

A few months later Pye released ‘Hong Kong Blues’
by Kenny Ball and his Jazzmen! The record did not
sell and disappeared without trace but I like to think
I must have planted the idea in someone’s mind.
The second follow-up happened many years later. I
still retained the demo and one day, as a joke, I
taped it for a friend, Dave Hunter, under the name
of a fictitious blues singer called “Deaf Willy
Legless”. His young son, then about ten years old,
accidentally heard it and became obsessed by it,
playing it constantly. It was the song that caught his
imagination, not my version of it. He, too, had
become fascinated by the fantastic, bluesy feel of
the song.

As for me: I had now decided I would be a singer!
You might not believe the following but I swear it is
true. Just before my return to Merseyside in
December 1962 I had been to a famous palmist
(Mir Bashir) who told me that after my next birthday
(March 1963) I would enter a period of financial
advancement and success. But how? I suddenly
had a conviction that if I recorded a demo of a song
that I had always been fascinated by, done in a
modern style, this would lead to the success
predicted by the palmist. (Ha! Ha! When you are 23
years old you don’t see any barriers to your
dreams!) The song was ‘Hong Kong Blues’ by
Hoagy Carmichael and I hired a professional pianist
(for £3!) to back me on the recording, done at a
small studio in Hammersmith. The recording
engineer made no secret of his contempt for
Rock’n’Roll and for me but the pianist, surprisingly,
was very friendly and sympathetic and told me how
impressed he had been when first hearing Eddie
Cochran on his visit to Britain.

And that is (some) of my Rock’n’Roll and
Merseybeat memories. I shall always be grateful
that I was in at the start of Rock’n’Roll appreciation
in this country (1955-) and also at the start of
Merseybeat (1958-), which is just Rock’n’Roll,
anyway.
In 2005 I will have been a Rock’n’Roller for 50
years. You can come to my celebration! Till then,
Rock On, Cats!
THE END
'Tales From The Woods' would like to take
this opportunity to congratulate Neil on an
excellent series and to thank him for all his
hard work. The editorial board hopes he
approves of our reproduction of his work
and also that his scanner is now back on
form. Thanks Neil.

I found out that I had a slight acquaintance with an
A & R man at the Decca studios in West
Hampstead (literally a walk from my flat in
Cricklewood). This was Noel Walker, the manager
of the “Big Three”, who, as the leader of a trad jazz
outfit called “Noel Walker and his Stompers” had
once played at the “Cherokee”. It seemed that he
was unfamiliar with the song but remarked on the
fact that he had never heard so many blue notes in
one composition before.
I had sent demos to all the major recording
companies and eagerly awaited their summons.
Along Finchley Road, a short walk away, there
were several car showrooms and on the forecourts
were lots of sleek late Fifties American cars,
including my favourite, a Plymouth Fury. I often
went to see it and told myself: “I’ll be driving that in
a few months time!” In retrospect, I must have been
crazy to imagine that I could ever have been a
recording star. I don’t have a bad voice but it has no
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quickly one could cycle A to B underground,
avoiding the congestion and pollution above.
Mountain bikes, racers, trusty roadsters, threewheelers with baby carriage, could all be made
available to suit your own personal taste or needs.
Ah! But what about the elderly and the disabled I
hear you cry? Simple - battery-operated
wheelchairs. Dr Charles Dale of Woking, Surrey
would have a red, white and blue Penny Farthing
complete with pipe rack specially reserved for him
at Waterloo allowing him to gaily pedal to Gang
meet-ups and gigs around town. Over there in
deepest Oakwood, when Ritchie turfs us all out of
the Tennessee Club at 2am just simply hop on your
cycle and off you go - no more hanging around long
after the last tube has disappeared under a cloud of
dust into the tunnels. No more rip offs from the local
mini-cab firm as they lose their way whilst
transporting you from one side of the capital to the
other, or risking life and limb on a night bus, which
seems to act as a flop house for drunken
psychopaths. Yes Kats, another great idea from
your wonderful 'Tales From The Woods'.

The Great Goosetti says

HOLD THE THIRD PAGE!

The London Underground system Kats, I mean
really, do they need any more bad publicity?
Decades of under investment, rat chewed signalling
cables, clapped out rolling stock, escalators which
appear to be under constant renovation,
understaffed to cut costs and so it goes on. And
now to cap it all, a recent report suggests that the
system is so dust infected that it has now reached
above danger level - according to the report, twice
the level found in the bustling, jam packed city
streets above ground.

☺

☺

☺

☺

They are at it again Kats. New Labour (New
Subservience) Home Secretary David Blunkett is
certainly filling the authoritarian shoes off his
predecessor Jack (The Kack) Straw. Yet more
erosion of our precious civil liberties - the possibility
of identity cards has reared its ugly head once
again. Will they? Won’t they? Of course they will!
The recent outrages committed on American soil
are the excuse they needed. Even if those dreadful
events of 11th September had never happened
they would still be discussing the need for I.D.
cards. Alleged asylum-seekers would provide the
excuse - even if the influx of these wretched souls
from Eastern Europe ceased overnight it would be
football hooligans or the IRA threat. We here at
'Tales From The Woods' editorial board wish to
announce in the strongest possible terms what
Blunkett and his totalitarian instinct cronies at the
Home Office can do with their I.D. cards.

How or is it that our European neighbours can get it
right e.g. integrated transport systems that operate
so efficiently in Holland, the Parisian’s who recently
suffered similar dust problems rebuilt their existing
Metro trains with rubber tyres, energy efficient
trams in most Euro capitals and so it goes on. But
us? Oh no, one of the world’s leading capitals, the
fourth richest nation on earth, can't get it right.
Those endless years past of being starved of
investment means the cost of bringing the Tube up
to a standard befitting a modern City would run into
billions of pounds.

Most of you loyal 'Tales From The Woods'
subscribers are no doubt equally outraged so folks;
here is your chance to demonstrate your
disapproval. Join us on the first 'Tales From The
Woods' act of civil disobedience, which will take
place from midday on the 25th December 2001 by
chaining ourselves to the railings of Buckingham
Palace. Bring along a copy of ‘T F T W’ and wave it
proudly - your esteemed periodical stands defiantly
alone in protecting our civil liberties.

We here at the 'Tales From The Woods' editorial
board believe that the London Underground system
is a luxury that the London taxpayers cannot afford.
We have a much cheaper, energy efficient
alternative - simply close it all down, rip out the
tracks, and turn it into a cycle path. Just think about
it folks, you just simply turn up at your London
terminus, brought in from the suburbs on time on
the clean, efficient electric train (which as you all
know will soon be operated solely by the French
state and national railway system SNCF), pay for
your hired cycle from the booking office, pick one of
your own choice from the rack and off you go. How

☺

☺

☺

☺

Still fresh in my memory is an incident whilst
travelling back from the annual Utrecht Blues
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London to Norwich line which has been running up
and down almost since the days of steam. Despite
barely being able to stand upright at speeds above
40 mph they are able to serve hot tea and coffee at
90 mph without scalding themselves or flooding the
sandwiches!

Festival in Holland. 'Tales From The Woods'
contributor, Tony Papard, and I were to be turfed off
the train on the Dutch/Belgian border because the
Belgian, French and Spanish rail networks were on
strike. The border town where we found ourselves
stranded was, indeed, so obscure that even the
locals had never heard of it! Despite this, in the
darkness we observed a dimly lit cafe. Upon
entering through a thick haze of cannabis smoke
we sat down to ponder our plight over endless cups
of coffee. No Kats, this was no lightning strike but
pre-planned industrial action. You would think that
Eurostar would advise its customers before
departing London that those travelling beyond
Brussels or Paris that weekend might not to be able
to get back again. Wrong. They thought it none of
their business. Mr Papard dispatched a number of
strongly worded complaints to Eurostar, each one
replied to in an increasingly patronising manner.

With the Utrecht Blues Festival being now just a
few weeks away, might I suggest to any of you loyal
'Tales From The Woods' subscribers who intend to
travel out by Eurostar that any specific seats
reservations you might want should be handed
back to you in writing and, oh yeah, if you want a
hot drink take a flask.
See you next month.

Keith Woods.
☺

☺

☺

☺

Houserockers - Gig
Guide

So, on preparing for a weekend break in Paris
recently I trotted along to London Waterloo
International Terminal to book a seat to Paris and
back - 17 days in advance no less. “I want a seat
with a table, window-side facing in the direction of
travel”, I asked politely but firmly of the person
facing a computer. Being as I was travelling out in
daylight and back during darkness it makes sense.
I repeated the request twice to make sure the
Eurostar employee dug it. Fast forward 17 days. Up
at the crack of dawn for my early departure to Paris
and once on board, what do I discover? That the
seat has neither a table nor a window and is facing
in the wrong direction. I don't believe it! Those
Intercontinental Cowboys have done it to me again
- it's got to be a wind up. I promptly dropped my
bags and stood out on the platform to roll a
cigarette, allowing a much-needed couple of
minutes to cool off.

Try their website (if it’s up and running) at
www.houserockers.co.uk
Thursday 15th November

Blue J's Brasserie
91 Norwood High Street, London SE27
Hot Blues in the Basement with the Blues line-up
featuring Steve Matthews on Harmonica
Open till Midnight - Close to BR and Bus Depot


Friday 16th November

The Old Tigers Head
Lee Green, London SE12, UK
Late Finish


Saturday 17th November

Prince of Wales
High Street, Strood, Kent ME2

The train departs and I decide a coffee is required,
joining the queue at the buffet car to eventually
return to my seat. Guess what? The coffee is
virtually stone cold! I tear back to the buffet car
muttering obscenities under my breath.


Wednesday 19th November

The White Hart
1 Cambridge Heath, (Whitechapel Rd Junction), London
E1
Late till 1am

“Oh, I am very sorry sir, but we are not allowed to
serve hot coffee - health and safety regulations.
The speed and lurching of the train dictate those
rules.”


Friday 30th November

The Glen
The Hyde (A5), Kingsbury, London NW9
Late till 1am

I stare at the girl dumbfounded. Yes Kats, for once I
am speechless! Desperately trying to retain an air
of composure, I request that she puts it into the
microwave to heat it up which she agrees to do.
Returning to my seat I ponder this thought Eurostar operate some of the most advanced
passenger trains in the world, travelling at speeds
of up to 180 miles per hour without any sense of
discomfort, movement, lurching etc. and yet twice
yearly we travel to the Hemsby Rock'n'Roll
Weekender on clapped out old rolling stock on the


Wednesday 12th, 19th December

Aint Nothin but The Blues
Kingley Street, London, UK
Blues Night with Steve Matthews featuring on harmonica

Admission: £3 - Open: 8pm - 1am


Friday 21st December

The Five Bells
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75 Bromley Common, Bromley, Kent
Blues line-up featuring Steve Matthews on Harmonica

sometimes even had me buy for her, with her
money, the record I really wanted but couldn’t
afford, due to saving for a black shirt and guitar
strings. Chuck Berry’s ‘School Day/Blue Feeling’ on
a 78rpm Columbia shellac record was Mum’s, but, it
was kept with my growing collection, which had
begun with Johnnie Ray’s ‘Just Walking In The
Rain’. Our family gramophone was a hefty piece of
furniture with a wind up, variable speed, deck and a
horn that that was revealed by opening a pair of
doors on the front of the unit. We had a small hand
held gadget for re-grinding the steel needles, which
were only good for a few plays before they needed
re-sharpening. I played Elvis’s ‘Hound Dog’ 50
times on the Saturday afternoon of the day I bought
it. The shellac was looking more grey than black by
Sunday night!


nd

Saturday 22

December

The Juke Box Club
Spring Lodge Centre, Powers Hall End, Witham, Essex

BEGINNINGS
Part 2
Recollections by Ralph Edwards

The skiffle songs we did in the Riders Skiffle
Group were a combined choice of the four of us;
Satch had left fairly early on, leaving school to
become a bandsman in the Armed Forces.
Meanwhile, Ozzie, Mack, Subs and myself skiffled
on without him. Ozzie was adding Rock'n'Roll
songs to our repertoire and was becoming a very
good vocalist, He’d breeze into practice with these
brand new songs by a group called The Crickets
and he’d sing them with all the idiosyncratic styling
of their lead singer. To us, Ozzie sounded just like
Buddy. At a practice he would give it his all, then
strangely, come the booking, he’d be more
inhibited, which was frustrating to us because we
knew how good he could be.

Ralph and Hilda with the Golden Gate behind

In mid 1957 the BBC started a new ½ hour
programme on the wireless called “Saturday Skiffle
Club”, broadcast at 10 a.m. on the Light
Programme; fore-runner of Radio 2. I’d listen to the
show, which was introduced by Brian Matthews and
each week some of the better known of the skiffle
groups would be featured. Immediately afterwards,
I’d take the 2-mile ‘bus ride into Shrewsbury to
meet the gang in E.W.Jones’ record shop situated
in the basement of Ireland’s Mansion, an eminent
black and white building on the tourist trail.
Passers-by must have wondered at the sounds
rockin’ the foundations.
I always had three records that I really rated picked
out and would get the girl assistant to play both
sides; whichever had the best flip side, I’d buy. It
took three weeks to buy Eddie’s ‘20 Flight Rock’.
Initially, I wasn’t too keen on ‘Dark Lonely Street’,
but I did grow to love it. After we had heard each
other’s choices, we’d trundle down to Sidoli’s
Coffee Shop on Wyle Cop. It was a bit austere
compared to their other three shops in town, but,
they didn’t seem to mind us occupying the large
back room for the best part of an hour with one
coffee each whilst we discussed Skiffle Club – and
flirted with the girls who used to meet us there.

We changed our name to The Fireflies; in
retrospect, probably because it was a similar name
to The Crickets (didn’t a Liverpool group do this
too?). I re-painted Subs’ tea-chest bass with the
silhouette of a firefly over the fire colours of orange
and red. Something that comes to mind is the way
Subs jerked his head forward then back as he
plucked that solitary bass string. It looked quite
humorous on fast numbers, rather like the jerking of
a chicken’s head as it struts around the farmyard.
Taking a break one night at the local scout hut
dance we got in conversation with the singer/pianist
who was booked to share the evening with us. He
was intrigued to learn that we had tuned our guitars
down to the next key below so that we could play in
the key we were singing in. We only knew a limited
number of keys at that time and didn’t think we

Saturday lunchtime, Mum kept a stew on the
simmer, because, I, my two brothers and two
sisters all returned home at different times to be
fed. Mum liked a lot of the music I bought and
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Do You Make Me Love You Like I Do’ is deep
southern country-soul at its best. Checker 1145
‘Without A Woman’, must be one of the all time
great soul singles, written by Quin Ivy and Dan
Penn, recorded at Fame Studios, Muscle Shoals
(our baccy barn) - deep and then some. ‘A Knife
And A Fork’ Checker, a soulful sixties groover, that
needs no introduction.

were being clever, just expedient. None of us had
music lessons so we weren’t bound by any
restrictions as to how we should play.
As we took on board more Rock’n’Roll our next
stage of development was to electrify; the guitars,
that is, but it nearly didn’t turn out that way!

☺

☺

☺

☺

Apparently lack of success at Chess forced Kip to
try his luck elsewhere, so a move to Nashville and
to Excello records. This, alas, also failed to bring
him any national recognition but personally the
three singles he had released on Excello
2288/2298/2303 are all masterpieces of deep soul
emotion. ‘You'll Lose A Good Thing’ a long, almost
spoken intro, finally exploding into a desperate
screaming plea, with male backing singers
encouraging him all the way, telling it like it is (soul
talk). ‘Letter From My Darling’ a story of a lonely
solder. A snail’s pace start, a simple, oh yeah
ghosting in, then slowly building to an
uncontrollable orgasm.

SOUL KITCHEN
Hello pop pickers, it’s your ole
Soulboy here again. After a
wonderful weekend at Hemsby
with the old Rock’n’Rollers, it's
time to change my winkle pickers for my Ramekin
dish and get back to soul.
Hemsby. Soul Boy was very impressed with the
Harptones, marvellously entertaining act, and
Young Jessie, whose version of ‘Lonesome
Desert’ bought a tear to one of our company's eyes.
Indeed. I have a live version of this (R&B
JAMBOREE) so we can all witness this event
sometime in the future. This month I have invited
many of the great soul names around during
November to my soul table. What a feast in store.

Finally the above mentioned ‘I Went Off And Cried’,
a gut wrenching tale of woe “When the girl I love left
me, I didn't want no one around, I was in pain, I was
in misery”. You can say that again. A couple of
obscure releases for House Of Fox and Ala, before
disappearing from the scene, re-emerging in the
nineties, with two commendable albums on Ichiban
in 1992/1993.

KIP ANDERSON Utrecht.
Kip Anderson. There's a name to get any true soul
fan’s toes tingling. One of the great unknowns of
soul music, Kip Anderson first recorded back in
1959, and was once again recording in the nineties,
in between releasing, for various labels, some of
the deepest emotional southern soul you're ever
likely to hear. In fact ‘I Went Off And Cried’ makes
number three in my all time top ten soul tracks, to
be published for the first time anywhere in next
month’s TFTW, so don't miss the soul kitchen's
Christmas hamper, order your copy now.

LATIMORE Utrecht
Latimore is no stranger to these shores, with a
couple of brilliant shows under his belt.
Born Benjamin Latimore, 7th September 1939 in
Charleston, Tennessee. As with so many of the
great soul artists, he sang gospel music as a child
in his family's Baptist church. He first sang
professionally when in college he joined Excello
Records’ recording group the Hi-Toppers, where he
was hired to play piano. His vocal presentation so
impressed the group he was given his own vocal
spot during the show. In 1962 he joined the Joe
Henderson's (mor singer) revue as the pianist,
backing during his two-year stint the likes of Ben E
King and Slim Harpo. In 1964 he moved to Miami
joining up with Steve Alaimo as arranger,
conductor, and opening act. His first adventures
onto record were three unsuccessful releases on
the Dade label. Latimore brought a blues flavour to
soul, and in 1973 his up-tempo version of T-Bone
Walker's ‘Stormy Monday’ Glades, out of Florida,
results in his first R&B hit. The dynamic ‘If You
Were My Woman’ followed, as did a superb album
simply titled 'LATIMORE'. 1974 saw the release of
the soul classic ‘Let's Straighten It Out’ Glades,
naturally this great record reached number one
R&B and remains his biggest hit to date. ‘Jolie’ a
brilliant soulful ballad from the album also hit big.

Not a lot is known about the early days of Kip,
hopefully something Dave Thomas will rectify in
Utrecht. He was born and raised in Carolina, and
that's it, until he surfaced on record in 1959. His
first release on Derrick, leased to Vee-Jay ‘The
Home Fires Are Brighter After All’ a striding R&B
ballad, that's got an early West Indian feel to it, b/w
‘I Wanna Be The Only One’ a raw unpolished souly
blues thing, with some amazing vocals on this early
effort, plus a guitar break to die for. ‘I Wanna…’ can
be found on Stompin 4.
During the sixties Kip was to be found on various
labels, including Sharp, Everlast, ABC, Tomorrow,
Checker and Excello. Of his material from the
sixties there are some killer cuts worth seeking out.
‘I Will Cry’ on Everlast 5021 is a dramatic soul
piece. His first Checker 1136 release ‘Woman How
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R&B hits between 1962 and 1966. ‘Think’ b/w
‘Steppin' Up In Class’ single has long been a
favourite of mine, brilliant, double sider, his best
from this period.

During the seventies he charted no less than
thirteen times, including the previously mentioned,
plus some real goodies, like ‘Keep The Home Fires
Burning’, ‘Ladies Man’, and the original version of
‘All The Way Lover’. I guess his particular brand of
soul was becoming slightly stale, so in 1982 to
revitalise his slipping popularity, he moved to
Malaco Records, where under a new production
team, it was just the tonic needed. Updating his
sound, around his deep smooth vocals, results in a
few minor hits, including a duet with Denise LaSalle
‘Right Place, Right Time’ and some damn fine
albums. Latimore is still recording for Malaco, with
his most recent product, as far as I know, released
last year, 'You're Welcome To My Ride'. Very
pleasant it is too. He has always been a big draw
live, particularly of late on the chitlin circuit, where
his smoky southern drawl is a big hit with ladies, not
forgetting the hair. A genuine treat in store.

Now an established in-demand R&B act, he was up
there with the Bobby Blands, BB Kings etc,
constantly touring with various soul, R&B shows.
Some of his later albums released on Imperial/Minit
were, to say, a corruption of a unique talent as he
was aimed at the more commercial soul market. He
moved to Stax in 1971 releasing two albums 'HIGH
ON THE BLUES' and bidding farewell to soulville
with one classic soul album, 'YESTERDAY IS
GONE', where he was pitched with the Memphis
Horns, produced by Al Jackson and Willie Mitchell.
Through the eighties and nineties Jimmy has
continued to perform live, releasing albums, apart
from many re-issues and compilations, also cutting
new material for Evejim, Bullseye, etc. A real treat
is awaiting. Do you know that Jimmy wrote the soul
classic ‘Tramp’ for Lowell Fulson, and then later a
big hit for Carla Thomas and Otis Redding? I
wonder if he will do it?

JIMMY McCRAKLIN Camber
Jimmy McCraklin is best known for his 1957
Rock’n’Roll classic ‘The Walk’ Checker Records.
After performing the song live on Dick Clark’s
American Bandstand, the dance the song
described was taken up by the resident dancers.
The walk dance caught on and in just a matter of
weeks the record was a smash in both R&B/Pop
charts, staying in the pop charts for sixteen weeks.

Soulboy is also looking forward to seeing
Bobby Parker, Utrecht. From Lafayette, Louisiana.
His only hit being the immortal soul classic from
1961 ‘Watch Your Step’ V-Tone. He retired from
music for quite a long while, but returned in 1989 as
a contemporary, and successful blues artist on
Black Top. His somersault, whilst still bending his
notes, has to be seen to be believed.

To chart the history of Jimmy McCraklin would need
volumes of text. It's amazing to think he had his first
record release in 1945 ‘Miss Mattie Left Me’ Globe
records and is still very active. During his recording
career I guess you could say he has covered every
form of popular black music from jump blues, R&B,
blues and Rock’n’Roll through to Soul, which is our
bag (more soul talk).

The Calvanes. Utrecht. I was very impressed by
this group at Hemsby earlier this year. Very
entertaining.
The Bobbettes. Camber. ‘Mr Lee’, ‘I Shot Mr Lee’,
and ‘Billy’ have always been favourite records, so
looking forward to seeing these performed live.

Born in St Louis Missouri, 13 August 1921
(debatable), which makes him eighty years old, his
first experience of public singing was in a local
church choir. He served in the US Navy and, upon
discharge, he turned professional boxer until a car
accident forced him to retire from the ring. He
settled in California and it was here he once again
became interested in music and getting into the
business. This leads him to Oakland with ‘Miss
Mattie’ in his suitcase, and meeting Bob Geddins,
which leads to the beginning of his long recording
career. Between 1945 and 1961 he had an
enormous amount of material released on
numerous labels.

Norman Connors with Eloise Laws. London.
Norman carries a quality stamp. Class. Class.
RIP
Oh dear, our soul heroes are falling like flies. I have
just learnt of the death of Ronnie Lovejoy.
Ronnie had his first album released in 1992, and
his first R&B hit in 1999, but in his relatively short
recording career he did release six albums,
establishing him as one of the top southern soul
singers.

1961 saw the release of ‘Just Got To Know’ ArtTone Records, which I would say is his first soul
release! This gospel influenced song reached even
greater heights than ‘The Walk’ in the R&B charts,
peaking at number two. Jimmy was on a roll now.
‘Shame, Shame, Shame’, ’Every Night, Every Day’,
‘Think’, ‘My Answer’, ‘Come On Home’, were big

Born in 1950 in Wetumpka, Alabama, to a very
musical family, so from a very early age he was
involved in music, an uncle taught him piano, his
mother trained him in singing. He proceeded from
church choirs to high school bands, than to more
professional groups. In the late eighties he joined
Latimore's band as second pianist, whom he stayed
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during their nine years with that label, with one
short diversion to Capital, they recorded some of
the finest seventies gospel - soul released
anywhere. Just listen to their rousing version of
Archie Bell & The Drells ‘There's Gonna Be A
Showdown’ with the majestic soaring falsetto of
Rance, building to an almost ear piercing climax.

with for four years, and during that time he cut one
single for the Spicer label ‘You're America, You're
Mine’. He moves to LA, where he gets lucky,
resulting in him recording his first album
'SUDDENLY' (1992) on Leon Haywood's Evejim
Label. On the album's release he started doing
shows, going on tours, but unfortunately a very bad
heart attack curtailed his activities. He returns to
Alabama to recuperate, which takes nearly a year.
He next hooked up with Ace records for his second
album ‘MY BABY'S CHEATING ON ME' (1994) a
great southern soul album, mainly produced by the
wonderful Willie Clayton, and recorded in the
Malaco's studios. ‘Can’t Leave Love Alone’ from the
album is a dramatic deep soul corker.

So what do we have on this 17 tracker? The best of
their Stax recordings between 1972 and 1979.
Included are all the group’s R&B hits from this
period, as well as many other showstoppers. A
marvellous, lush, clap your hands reworking of the
Temptations ‘Just My Imagination’ as ‘Just My
Salvation’ it's spiritually uplifting. David Porter's
‘Ain't No Need Of Crying’ has a mellow flow again
building to a stunning falsetto climax.

The next album 'THINK ABOUT YOU ALL THE
TIME' Ace (1996), the title track is a very classy
ballad. Ronnie was now building up a huge
following on the chitlin circuit, touring constantly.
Exhausted he needed to rest, and broke from
touring, to take up a year-long residence in a
gambling casino. The next album 'UNTIL YOU GET
ENOUGH OF ME' Avanti (1998) is a strong set,
with ‘Missing You’ being a stand out beat ballad.
The next album 'NOBODY'S FAULT BUT MINE'
Avanti (1999). From this album came his smash
R&B hit ‘Sho Wasn't Me’ helped on it's way with
massive airplay. Even though the song isn't one of
his best, nor the album, it was the hit that turned his
fortunes around. On the strength of the hit he was
once again back touring full time. His final album
'STILL WASN'T ME' Good Time (2000) is not a bad
album, but more commercial then any of his
previous offerings, at least it does have real
instruments.

‘God Is Wonderful’ is quite awesome, Rance's
unbelievable faultless high notes, how any voice
could be capable of such range, is spine-tingling,
scrape the cat from the ceiling kinda stuff. Other
goodies are their first chart success the joyous ‘I
got to be myself’ the commercially smooth ‘Smile’
and a rousing, uplifting praise the lord job ‘I've Got
To Be Myself’.
Unfortunately two brilliant favourite tracks of mine
are sadly not included for you to enjoy, the
despairing ‘See What You've Done’ and a gorgeous
floater ‘Up Above My Head’, starters for volume two
maybe. Lyrically this may be God music, but this is
the gospel sound of soul music, and is one hell
(should I have said that) of an album. Try it.
RATING (out of 5) 4 Soulboys



I think he has been unwell for a while, a reason he
pulled out of Utrecht last year. Often compared
vocally to Z Z Hill, maybe to some extent, but he did
create a style of his own, who leaves behind some
wonderful southern soul.

SOUL BIRTHDAYS
LUTHER INGRAM 30th November (Born 1944)
JOSEPH POPE
6th November (Born 1933)
REMEMBERING
O V WRIGHT

CD OF THE MONTH
THE
RANCE
ALLEN
GROUP
The Soulful Truth Of
UK Stax 134

16th November 1980 Aged 41

So until next time, when I hope I do not have to
report on any more soul deaths. I don't want any
sadness in my Christmas special. Enjoy the
festivals, and remember to
Keep on keeping on

This album is long overdue and a very welcome
release. The Rance Allen Group have been giants
in the gospel - soul field since they were formed in
Detroit in 1967. This family group comprises of Tom
on drums, Steve on guitar, a few cousins and of
course the unmistakable falsetto vocals of Rance
Allen.

Soulboy

The Rance Allen Group along with the
internationally known Staple Singers were pioneers
in the crossover from gospel to soul radio in the
early seventies. Bridging gospel and commercial
soul music. They signed for Stax in 1971 and
8

and interests. Going out at five past six on Saturday
evenings and called “The Six-Five Special”.

Further to the obituary for Jimmy Hughes in Issue
9, we have been sent a cutting from Mojo (by-line
Florent Mazzoleni) in which Jimmy states that he
was really surprised to find out he was dead. Jimmy
points out that there was another singer of the
same name who died in England and this created
Wee
Harris
the confusion. The article ends with,
“I Willie
retired,
I’m
61 years old, I live by myself and I try to live closer
to the Lord. I’m really happy”.

The show debuted on 16th February ’57, when the
Hit Parade was dominated by US artists, although
that week our own Frankie Vaughan was at no. 1
with ‘Garden Of Eden’. It was the time of a Trad
Jazz Revival. Skiffle was the current craze and
Rock’n’Roll records filled half of the chart places.
Big Band singers and Balladeers battled for Hit
Parade glory. The charts were a complete melting
pot of varied styles – what a time for a brand-new
show to make an appearance.

Another cutting from Discoveries from June 1997
(a letter from J C Cooper of Homer, Louisiana)
reports the death and the writer claims to have
known Jimmy Hughes for the last six years of his
life. Cooper was a guard at David Wade Correction
Centre where his “Jimmy Hughes” was an inmate
and was released before completing his sentence,
as his death was imminent. Thanks to Bill Millar for
this info and that’s one back in the fold for Soulboy.

☺

☺

☺

Cautious as ever, Aunty decreed the show had to
be compered by established (and establishment)
figures. Staff producer Josephine (soon to be “Jo”)
Douglas was paired with Pete Murray – a Light
Programme disc jockey. These two were like an
older sister/brother keeping a friendly eye on the
young things. Jack Good was to be up against it
from the very first day – too much of a maverick for
the hide-bound Beeb.

☺

Good’s revolutionary ideas – the audience milling
about at will with the cameras left to free-wheel
amongst them for immediacy and excitement –
caused apoplexy within the old guard at the BBC.
After just six weeks of endless bickering over
programming, Good was to quit the show. He was
away just long enough for the establishment to
realize they could not do it without him and back
came Jack with a far more liberal brief than before.

THE SIX-FIVE SPECIAL &
OH BOY!
by Mick O’Toole
In these days of 24 hour, multi-channel television, it
is hard to remember a time back in the 50s when
the only two existing channels, BBC and ITV, used
to shut down between six and seven in the evening.
This was known as the “toddler hour” and was
meant to give mothers everywhere the chance to
get their offspring to bed without the distraction of
the one-eyed monster in the corner.

Almost every entertainer of the time appeared on
the show. All of the British big bands guested, with
the dual purpose of exposure for their own music
and to provide backing for the many solo artists.
This made for a very disparate mix and confused
the target audience, who were only interested in the
roster of new stars. Homegrown hit-paraders like
Lonnie Donegan, Marty Wilde, Tommy Steele, and
girls like Shirley Bassey, Marion Ryan and Alma
Cogan, all furthered their careers via the show.

Back in 1957, the Beeb took the momentous
decision to fill this hour with a news-programme
aimed specifically at the new phenomenon – the
teenager. At the time there was nothing at all in the
schedules for that portion of the viewers; suddenly,
they were to have their very own show – aimed
right at their hearts, minds and ears. Wellintentioned as Auntie’s management was, it was a
case of middle-aged producers making middleclass programmes and not having a clue as to what
teenagers wanted – but they knew a man who did!

Of course, it left a lot to be desired. Auntie’s
insistence on “Variety” meant acts like Spike
Milligan and Mike & Bernie Winters being booked in
to make up the numbers and strutting their stuff to
an apathetic response.

Enter Jack Good – youngest producer on the staff
and so thought to be the most in touch with the
youth of the day.
Given the princely
sum of £1000 per
show, he was to craft
a totally live music
show with elements
of fashion, make-up
and leisure – every
aspect of teeny life

Many a sad old turn from the Moss Empire circuit
was given his five minutes of fame – never to be
seen again. Ex-boxer Freddie Mills joined the
regulars as a comic janitor (any comedy content
was a well-kept secret). RSM Major Brittain (exBritish Army) became another regular. He reputedly
possessed the loudest voice in the country,
although how this qualified him to appear on a
teeny pop show remains a mystery to this day.
Even Arthur Askey pranced his tired old “Busy Bee”
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night out. What better way to start the evening than
with a great half hour of non-stop entertainment by
the best of British (and American) talent available.
Every show live in front of some two hundred
screaming, enthusiastic teens. Cameras kept as
unobtrusive as possible. Song following song in a
seamless parade of fevered excitement.

routine to polite indifference.
One definite bonus was the weekly film clip lifted
from one of the Rock exploitation movies being
made in abundance at the time. Considered the
next best thing to booking American stars
themselves (budget of course precluded this), the
first clip featured was Little Richard belting out
‘Ready Teddy’ from “The Girl Can’t Help It”. This
caused a furore within top management and Good
quickly realized it was politic merely to write “Film
Clip” on the show schedule, giving no clue as to
content.

Compering duties were in the hands of Jimmy
Henney, a young DJ whose duties were kept to an
absolute minimum, usually restricted to voice-overs.
Pace, movement, performance were the keywords.
First-rate backing on all shows was provided by
Lord Rockingham’s Eleven (Rocking ‘Em –
geddit?), though strangely the line-up usually
included 15 musos. A really tight outfit put together
by musical director Harry Robinson, who really
understood and enjoyed Rock’n’Roll.

The star to gain the most benefit from the show was
undoubtedly Tommy Steele. With perfect timing, his
management had him booked for several
appearances, gaining valuable exposure. The usual
lack of foresight led to the Beeb failing to take an
option on Steele’s career. Believing Rock’n’Roll to
be a passing phase, they dithered for so long that
by the time they were ready to commit, Tommy’s
fee had risen to more than twice the budget for the
entire show!

Three vocal groups – The Dallas Boys, The
Vernons Girls and Neville Taylor and the Cutters wove their magic throughout as performers and
also provided first-class backing for all the other
stars. Dance routines were overseen by Leslie
Cooper and Rita Gillespie directed.

Eager to book not just the answer to Elvis but the
man himself, Good had contacted Colonel Tom
Parker, with a view to securing the services of the
King. On offering the unheard of sum of £10,000,
he was to be told, “That’ll do for my cut – now what
about the boy?”

While managing to appear spontaneous, Good was
a perfectionist and had the entire cast rehearsing
two full days a week in an old disused church. He
left nothing to chance and every dance-step, every
movement was perfected over two gruelling days.
By the time the show went out, each artist had
every nuance down pat and knew all the lighting
and the camera positions. Innovative, pioneering
television and a joy to behold.

Jack’s relationship with management was as
stormy as ever and after twelve months of constant
strife, he was to decamp to ITV, who were panting
for a youth show of their own and were willing to
give him creative freedom and full backing.

Week to week, the two main stars – Marty Wilde
and Cliff Richard – vied for the top spot on the
show. At one time, Marty’s management withdrew
their boy, insisting on regular top billing. All this
achieved was to give Cliff a clear field and rapidly
realizing their error, they rushed Marty back to the
fold.

The BBC tried to carry on but having lost their main
man, once the new rival show hit our screens they
were out of the race and “Six Five Special” shunted
off into the sidelines.
Auntie’s loss was the commercial channel’s gain: it
represented a quantum leap for the viewing public.
Light years away from the staid, outmoded style of
the times, the first “Oh Boy!” show exploded onto
the screen on Saturday, September 1958.
Unbelievably exciting, even today, this pulsating,
electric half-hour of non-stop sheer musical and
singing class was definitely the real thing. No tired
old comedy routines, no more surplus guest spots
by dubious celebs – just music, music all the way!

“Oh Boy!” also made stars out of Dickie Pride,
Vince Eager and the unlikely Don Lang, a pudgy
trombone-playing ex-big band singer whose
speciality was singing at an incredible rate of knots.
Americans like Conway Twitty and Brenda Lee
graced the show and provided a most superb
bonus for British fans.
Whisper this low but there was even an element of
sex in the show. We had sixteen nubile Vernons
Girls, not only singing ‘Short Shorts’ but wearing
them as well. Led by the bespectacled Maggie
Stredder, they set young male pulses racing.

The initial sledgehammer impact in those wasteland
years of the 50’s has never been equalled or
bettered by any of the many shows that have
followed over the years. In no time, viewing figures
were up to ten million!

There was also a cute female
organist with the Rockinghams
– Cherry Wainer, who usually

Teenagers made “Oh Boy!” the highlight of their
week, a great prelude to the traditional Saturday
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Gary US Bonds

had her pet poodle on top of the organ. We read
that the mutt would have its coat dyed the same
colour as Cherry’s hair but in the old black and
white-days, we only had her word for this.

The next gang meet up will be Friday 30th
November, at the Princess Louise, Holborn,
from 18:45 hours onwards. Depart for a meal
at approx. 20:15. Hope to see as many of you
as possible. Great to see so many at the last
meet up, one of the best turnouts ever.

“Oh Boy!” would run for some forty shows, ending
in May ’59, with Good’s departure to the States. Its
successor, “Boy Meets Girls” never reached the
dizzy heights of what had gone before. In
retrospect, “Oh Boy!” was clearly the better of the
two shows but, in fairness, without Good’s
pioneering and bold work on “Six Five”, there would
have been no “Oh Boy!”. With absolutely no
precedent, he was uniquely able to hone his
production skills at the Beeb to near perfection
before crossing over to the rival channel.

Mick Brownlee

None of the “Six Fives” survive anywhere. We are
left with the perfectly dreadful movie off-shoot of the
same title. Bad as the shows were, the film is truly
abysmal! We are asked to accept Desmond Lane –
a penny whistle-player – as a teen idol inspiring
hordes of females to screams of delight! (The Teen
Queen playing the main role is seen to have a
photo of Johnny Dankworth over her bed – I think
not!)
Happily, two “Oh Boy!” shows are still available and
can give a flavour of those fab 50’s. The contrast
now is really amazing. We kids only wanted the
MUSIC. We did not want big bands or their singers
desperately trying to be hip.

ONE of the best-known Rock’n’Roll drummers in
Essex has hung up his sticks for the last time, after
more than forty years of pounding the skins. Mick
Brownlee, who got the rhythm in the late fifties was
the original drummer with Southend's first charting
beat group The Paramounts, and has played with
myriad bands since, including the Mickey Jupp
band.

Pretenders like Tony Crombie, with the first UK rock
record ‘Sham Rock’, were not fooling us! The title
was not just a pun – it was true: it was a sham! Ken
Macintosh paying Rock’n’Roll lip service while
privately sneering at it, likewise, cut no ice.

Mick, who lives in Chalkwell, said his final farewell
on his 58th birthday, Saturday October 13, when an
all-star line-up saluted the sticksman at Club Riga,
at the Cricketers, Westcliff. He said: "Playing drums
is hard, physical work, and I love it. However, it is
taking me longer and longer to recover after a gig."

Neither did we want Jo Douglas or Pete Murray
acting trendy when we knew they went home after
the show and listened to Frank Sinatra. The fact
any good stuff at all got through was due entirely to
Jack Good’s persistence and all credit and thanks
to him.

Mick, born in Ealing, grew up in Eastwood, and
started playing the drums at age 16, inspired by
Gene Krupa, the jazzer, and Rock'n'Rollers like Earl
Patmer, who recorded with everyone from

Let us now praise famous men. Chuck Berry sang
‘Hail, Hail, Rock’n’Roll’ but can we also hail the
great Jack Good? He was the doyen, the true
pioneer amongst producers of TV music shows.
We all owe the man more than we can ever repay.
He not only did it for us – he went to the States and
showed them a trick with “Shindig”, one of the most
successful shows ever. Thanks for a thousand
unique moments, Jack Good, and here’s to the next
forty years!

☺

☺

☺

☺
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Mickey Jupp
Mickey Jupp was not famous enough in the first
place to describe him as forgotten now. But pianist,
keyboard player and singer Jupp has a
considerable body of work behind him, comprising
11 albums-plus, on labels as diverse as Stiff, Bell,
Vertigo, A&M, German Line and Waterfront, and his
influence is still felt around the edges of the
industry.
Only three albums, LEGEND, on Bell, a gatefold
known as the RED BOOT album, and
MOONSHINE, both on Vertigo, put their heads over
the parapet of collector prices, along with four
singles. But some of his later eight albums sold so
few in the UK that if the collector spotlight fell on
this Essex singer-songwriter and self-described old
Rock’n’Roller, then prices would become quite
high, quite fast.

F
ats Domino to Eddie Cochran. He got himself a
second hand Olympic kit out of Exchange and Mart,
and soon he was playing along to such records as
‘Rock a Beating Boogie’ and ‘Houndog’. He joined
Mickey Law and the Outlaws, playing the Palace
Hotel, Southend, as well as church halls and
socials.
The manager of the Palace Hotel, Pete Tomlin,
decided to form and manage the first Southend
supergroup, and got together Mick and the fledgling
line-up of The Paramounts. The line-up included
ex-Southend High School boys Chris Copping
(bass), Robin Trower (guitar), and Westcliff High
School boy Gary Brooker on keyboards. Pianist and
singer Brooker, of course, went on to write and
record ‘Whiter Shade of Pale’ with Procol Harum,
and Robin Trower, the guitarist, has sold more than
30 million albums featuring his Jimi Hendrixinspired playing.

Raised in Southend, Jupp came in at the tail-end of
Rock'n'Roll fronting his band The Orioles, but by
the time he came to record in the late sixties with
the first line-up of LEGEND, it was neither the
pounding piano of his roots nor the howling
feedback and wah wah pedals of thencontemporary rock that dominated the record.
Instead, it was acoustic guitar, male harmonies
featuring Jupp singing with himself, and fine
songwriting that typified the release. It sold poorly
and sounded out of its time, but as with so many
releases that fit that description, it has lasted better
than its tie-dyed contemporaries with their sevenminute guitar solos. It also brought Jupp a
publishing contract and the opportunity to earn
money, if not a living, out of the music industry.

Mick admits: “I had my chance of fame. If I had
stayed with the Paramounts instead of moving to
Cambridge with my job, I would have played on
‘Poison Ivy’, and even ‘Whiter Shade of Pale’. But I
remain friends with members of the band, and have
no regrets.”

He made connections in the seventies, recording
initially for Vertigo, forming a bigger band with
soon-to-be Dart, Bob Fish leading the vocal backing
group, with future Eurovision song contest singer
Joy Sarney, of Naughty Naughty Naughty infamy in
it, and signed management and publishing
contracts with Gary Brooker, writer and singer on
Procol Harum's ‘Whiter Shade of Pale’. Ry Cooder
wanted to record him in Nashville, and flew him out
to Tennessee, and Dave Robinson added him to
the bill of the second Stiff Label tour, the one after
the one in which everyone on it became rich and
famous.

BJ Wilson, Mick's successor in The Paramounts
and Procol, sadly died some years ago, and the
option of joining a star band has always been there
for Mick. "Fortunately, I have always had well-paid
and interesting day jobs," said Mick. "So the
incentive to jack it all in, and try for the big time was
not as great for me as it was for others. Plus, I had
a family and a home, and by the time the chance
arrived, I was settled and had no taste for the road
and living out of a suitcase."
Instead, Mick played with such outfits as The Alvin
Jones Band, and Hunt, Runt, Shunt and Cunningham, with local gigs in Essex and London, and
acted as a catalyst at more than one Southend
venue which staged live music.

Somehow, he didn’t get on with Cooder, observers
describing both as opinionated and keen to get their
own way, and decided he didn’t like flying, which
ruled him out of the highlight of the Stiff Tour, the
Christmas date in New York. Still, the New Musical
Express liked him, describing him as The Godfather
of Southend Rock, local bands with contracts

John Howard

☺

☺

☺

☺
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Sunday 6th November 1966.I went to see Jerry Lee
Lewis for the first time at Birmingham Hippodrome
with my older cousin, Ivan. At the time Ivan owned
every UK Lewis release except ‘I'll Sail My Ship
Alone’, which he'd missed out on for some reason.
My own meagre record collection mainly consisted
of the Beatles, Rolling Stones and Manfred Mann,
but that was soon to change.

rushed to record his numbers, like the Kursaal
Flyers with ‘Cheque Book’, and Dr Feelgood with
‘Down at the Doctors’, and he even had a Greatest
Hits compilation, although he hadn’t had any.
Artists as diverse as The Judds, Delbert McLinton
and Rick Nelson recorded his numbers, and he
even had the pleasure of seeing his name cobracketed with hero songwriters Jerry Lieber and
Mike Stoller when they added a verse to Jupp's ‘He
Could Have Been An Army’ when they produced
Elkie Brooks on the track.

Outside the theatre I met the infamous Breathless
Dan, who my cousin knew slightly, whilst inside
there was the biggest bunch of teds I'd ever seen in
my life. As for the concert, the supporting artists, The Graham Bell Trend, Lee Dorsey, Cliff Bennett
& The Rebel Rousers, and Paul, Ritchie & The
Cryin' Shames - were met with a barrage of abuse
and the odd missile.

John Howard

☺

☺

☺

☺

SHAKY LEE'S NOVEMBER
NOTEBOOK

Jerry Lee mesmerised this wide-eyed adolescent
with his charismatic stage presence, showcasing
his pumping piano playing and menacing but
controlled vocals, highlighted by climbing on top of
the piano during ‘Whole Lotta Shakin' Goin' On’. I'd
never seen such a high-energy performance and it
left a lasting impression on me - I had seen the
light.

Remember, remember, the fifth of November. Ike
Turner will be 70.
Other birthday boppers include: 2nd
Speedo - Earl Carroll (1937)
6th
She's About A Mover - Doug Sahm (1941) died 18/11/99
10th
Tell'Em Off - Onie Wheeler (1931) - died
27/5/84
10th
Jack The Ripper - Screamin' Lord Sutch
(1940) - died 16/6/99
11th
Jim Dandy - Lavern Baker (1928) - died
10/3/97
11th
Pink And Black Days - Narvel Felts (1938)
15th
A Lover's Question - Clyde McPhatter
(1932) died 13/6/72
15th
Talk To Me, Talk To Me - Little Willie John
(1937) - died 26/5/68
16th
Money Honey - Jesse Stone (1901) - died
26/5/68
17th
Ten Little Women - Terry Noland (1938)
28th
Cast Iron Arm - Peanuts Wilson (1935)
30th
I'm Stickin' With You - Jimmy Bowen (1935)

Three weeks later I made my initial visit to the local
Imperial ballroom to witness another Rock'n'Rollin'
American wildman. This time it was Little Richard
who screamed and pounded the piano, being
visibly covered in sweat as he ripped it up. What
better initiation into the delights of Rock’n’Roll could
one possibly have? Fast forward a quarter of a
century to those wonderful weekends at the Kings
Hotel in Newport, which Dave Webb so efficiently
organised in November of each year throughout
most of the nineties. Joining us Lewis freaks were
Jerry Lee's wife Kerrie, sisters Linda Gail and
Frankie Jean, Johnnie Allen and Harry Simoneaux,
Billy Lee Riley, Jerry Jaye, Stephen Ackles, and
several more.

November nights out
Sat 3rd - Linda Gail Lewis at the Half Moon, Putney
Mon 5th - Freddie Bell & The Stargazers at the
Townhouse, Enfield
Sun 11th - Bo Diddley at the Astoria & James
Hunter at the Big Club, 25 Kingsland Rd.
Fri 23rd to Sun 25th - Rhythm Riot at Camber, Nr
Rye includes Wanda Jackson. Chuck Rio, The
Bobbettes, Jimmy McCracklin & H-Bomb Ferguson.

Others are better qualified than I to report on these
events, none more so than Dave himself. So, if
you're reading this Webby, how about it?
Wild Child Wilkinson

Thirty five years ago this month I was a spotty
teenager attending Nelson Grammar School (motto
"By Industry and Integrity' - or as I preferred after
deleting half the letters "By dust and grit"!). On

☺
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Number one this month - Darren Vidler
Simon Says 1910 Fruit Gum Company
Yummy Yummy Ohio Express
Cinderella Rockefeller Esther And Abi Ofarim
You’re A Lady Peter Skellern
Grandad Clive Dunn
There’s No One Quite Like Grandma St Winifred’s School Choir
Captain Beaky Keith Michelle
I'd Like To Fly Up To The Sky - Keith And Orville
Revolution No. 9 The Beatles
The Birdie Song Some Crap Band
I'm Only A Poor Little Sparrow - Some Crap Band
Save Your Love Renee And Renata
Shaddup Your Face Joe Dolce
Bonnie And Clyde Georgie Fame
Wombling Song Wombles
Agadoo Black Lace
Walk The Dinosaur Was Not Was
Bob The Builder Bob The Builder
Reach For The Stars S-Club 7
Long Haired Lover From Liverpool Jimmy
Osmond

Mr Angry Has His Say
(The next in an occasional series)

Supermarket
Septuagenarians
Sir
At the end of Mr Angry's column in the latest edition
of your newsletter you posed the question "Old age
pensioners - should they be allowed into
supermarkets?” Well, I think they should be
designated certain times to go shopping so as not
to interfere with us workers. After all they have all
the time in the world to shop, having nothing better
to do, but seem to delight in visiting supermarkets
at peak times i.e. lunchtime, around 6pm, and at
weekends. Why on earth can they not confine their
visits to other times whilst the rest of us are hard at
work?
These senior citizens trundle along dragging their
shopping bags on wheels behind them oblivious to
the fact that their actions are liable to cause injury
with their manoeuvres as they meander all over the
aisles to make overtaking their snail-like progress
virtually impossible.

☺

Funny really, because I also knew Mike lnnes as a
bloke, before I knew him as a musician, let alone as
a top-flight trombone player.
Do you say a
trombone player or a trombonist? I should have
asked when I started the interview. Whichever way
the answer, Mike's good, he's very good, in fact
he's very, very good... ask the neighbours.

Yours angrily
A Worker of Stratford (age 64½)

☺

☺

Time goes by so quickly, when I was suddenly
reminded that I had promised this bloke that I would
write one or two articles about musicians. Actually,
he's the Editor of this magazine, but I knew him as
a bloke, long before I knew him as an Editor. I've
been trying to untangle my thoughts, and upgrade
him ever since he said that he was a … you know
what. It's not an easy task. It would help if Keith
wore a proper hat, an Editor’s hat, whatever that
looks like, certainly nothing like the one he trots
around wearing currently.

On finally reaching the checkout with their
purchases they wait until all their items have been
scanned before rummaging in their bags for their
purses instead of having the foresight to get their
money ready in the queue like us younger ones do.
Thank God I am not a member of the pensioner
shopping brigade holding up other members of the
public with my annoying habits.

☺

☺

MIKE INNES TROMBONIST.

With all their years of shopping experience is it too
much to expect these old codgers to remember
what they want and where to locate it? When they
are not practicing emergency stops and performing
three point turns they persist in suddenly changing
direction every few yards.

☺

☺

☺

Mike lnnes is a Freelance Session Musician, and
as such he has entree into a whole variety of
musical experiences. It was Mike's father who
helped to shape his early career, leading to Mike
appearing with the National Youth Jazz Orchestra
in the 70's. From there he could have developed
slowly,
adding
individual
Saturday
night
performances, but he was fortunate enough, or
should we say gifted enough, to get a twelve month
contract to play in the resident dance band aboard
the Q.E.2. on a world tour. Playing nightly and at

'Tales From The Woods' presents an exclusive new
series - The Top 20 of your most despised records.
Vent your fury within the pages of this esteemed
periodical. It’s the chance you have been waiting for
- maybe for years - to put into print those records
that have driven you up the wall since the very first
day you were tortured by them.
Top 20 of your most hated records.
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get any older, Paul I mean. Well perhaps Simon
too, just in case he reads this.

other times in between, before such a well heeled
mixed audience, earned Mike the right to regard
himself as having become a fully fledged
professional musician.

Who remembers Come Dancing... ? Yes, Mike was
there. Contrast that with the present smash hit
musical "Chicago,' where Mike periodically takes
over as deputy trombonist. I saw “Chicago” recently
and loved it. I've almost managed to convince
myself that Mike was playing the night that I was
there. The only reason that I'm not 100% sure is
that those long legged ladies doing their high kicks
made it hard to concentrate on the musical
ensemble on stage. Previously Mike has made
deputy appearances in “Grease” and “Jesus Christ
Superstar”. The latter almost blasted me out of my
seat with the volume of sound, but didn't they play
well?
Since I haven't visited Ronnie Scott's, and Mike has
on numerous occasions with the Echoes of
Ellington, I excitedly asked for his impressions.
"O.K. but smokey," seemed descriptive enough for
him.

Then followed a series of appearances with a small
dance band, and a summer season at one of the
Butlins' Holiday Camps. Maybe the food there
wasn't quite up to expectations so, perhaps
understandably, it was back to the Q.E.2. again.
Oh for a life on the ocean wave, and plenty of lovely
grub.

"Do you have a spare trombone, in case you lose
one?" I asked innocently. As if he would. I did hear
of a busy mother who left her baby in a pram
outside a chemist shop, and never missed it until
she got home. A rare event, and understandable,
but no dedicated musician's going to leave his
trombone outside a chemist shop is he?

Much of Mike's time is currently taken up with
membership of three orchestras, The Glenn Miller
Orchestra, The Grahamophones, and The Echoes
of Ellington Orchestra.
It's surprising, looking
through the back pages of the Stage, how many
tribute bands and artists there are around these
days. This Glenn Miller Orchestra is the official one,
from the estate of the late musical impresario.

To answer the question, Mike has got ten
trombones. He collects vintage instruments as and
when he comes across them. The collection
represents a period of eighty years of manufacture.
The trombone that he plays for regular performance
is a 1950's King Silver Sonic. This is a cream
quality among trombones.

Last year, the Glenn Miller Orchestra appeared in
Oman, and then two weeks later they were playing
at the Kremlin in Moscow. Here they were given
star treatment, prior to appearing before an
audience comprising present day and retired KGB
officials with their wives and families. As always,
they played the first half of the concert wearing red
blazers and flannels of the early days, and after the
interval, they played wearing the familiar Army
Airforce uniforms of Uncle Sam. Quite something
for the Kremlin to take in. One of Mike's favourite
souvenirs is the poster of the Orchestra dressed in
their red blazers with the Russian lettering across
the top, billing their appearance.

Instrument manufacturers with a new model need it
tested by an expert before it goes into production.
Holton Martin, with 100 years of experience in
design and production of fine instruments, are
happy to use Mike's endorsement for their latest
model, the TR101 trombone. Laymen have no idea
what technical differences and improvements exist
in a new model. For a top trombonist like Mike
lnnes, simply the feel of the instrument and the
finish are starting points even before a note is
played. The shape of the mouthpiece, having no
note rattle, the size of the bore and something
described as the resistance, are all relevant factors.

Apart from the official orchestras, over the years
Mike has been part of the backing groups for
almost every well known singer that you care to
mention. From Anthony Newley to The Petshop
Boys, from Val Doonican to Shirley Bassey. I was
pleased to hear that Mike had also appeared with
Paul Jones, one of my favourites, who sang so
splendidly in the part of Sky Matterson in “Guys and
Dolls”. The last time that I saw Paul, was when I
went along to the studio where he was making a
guest appearance on Simon Fanshaw's early
evening Saturday radio show. He never seems to
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As a football-hater (I’ve only been to two matches in
my life and both times it was under protest) I would
never have gone to Wembley, even if I was offered
a free ticket but as this was a Rock’n’Roll event,
that made all the difference. I still retain a Press
Information pack (illustrated), which is interesting as
it lists some artists who did not in the end appear –
The Drifters, The Coasters and The Platters.

When Mike leaves home to play, as he does so
very regularly at short notice, he needs to feel
happy with his instrument's ability to play big band
music or a small jazz group. In short, an all
rounder, like himself. There is as much demand to
play at private parties as in concert halls. The Royal
Family, not the ones that sit on the settee in front of
the tele, but the real top drawer ones, like to have
music at their parties. The last booking was for the
Queen Mother's birthday party. Grab the occasion
whilst it's still there.

Compere for the show was Emperor Rosko (what’s
he doing now?), the BBC Radio One DJ assisted by
Radio Luxembourg DJ, Tony Prince. The transport
arrangements detailed in the pack are impressive –
special trains and coaches from all over the UK.
(Anyone travel on one?) The event was described
as “THE TEDDY BOY PICNIC FOR WEMBLEY
FOOTBALL STADIUM” as the Rockabilly craze was
still years away.

The Royal Family aren't the only ones to enjoy a
birthday party. Once a year, on a date as near to
Mike's birthday as possible to suit fellow musicians'
engagements, a marquee appears on the lawn at
home. There with a group of friends from school
days (that includes the ace saxophonist, Ben
Castle, son of the late Roy Castle) an impromptu
jam session evolves. Once they are under way,
that's it, there's no holding them. Of course there
are other friends and family present who aren't
musicians, but who are happy just to be there and
listen. They aren't the only listeners. All the nearby
neighbours hang out their bedroom windows to
enjoy the best free jam session in town.

The brochure explains that although the capacity of
the stadium is 130,000, the promoters and the GLC
had agreed to limit the tickets to 87,000 for comfort
and safety. In the event, I seem to remember that
44,000 people turned up. Details of the specially
constructed stage were that it cost £17,000 and
would be constructed over the East tunnel and that
the sound system boasted 10,000 watts (why, that’s
almost as loud as the noise you hear today
thudding from cars late at night!)

Like I said, Mike and his friends are very, very
good... ask the neighbours.

This note puzzles me: “The 10,000 square yard turf
is to be covered with imported coconut matting and
this will give room for 10,000 fans to sit on the pitch
itself. The matting has been insisted on by the
Stadium owners in order to protect the delicate
turf.” I don’t remember that matting! However, I do
recall that there were repeated requests over the
P.A. system that members of the audience should
not go on to the pitch but remain in the stands. All
that was ignored as soon as the first American act
stepped on stage (Bo Diddley). I heard a

Brian Benjamin.

☺

☺

☺

☺

YES, I WAS THERE (AND SO WAS KEITH) AT
THE WEMBLEY ROCK’N’ROLL FESTIVAL,
AUGUST 5TH 1972

by (the prolific) Neil Foster
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thundering sound behind me like a herd of
wildebeest and in a few minutes those 10,000
people were on the pitch!

The verdict: as a Rock’n’Roll Show, of patchy
quality. As an event, unique.

I shall never forget the bitter cold of that day
(August is usually hot and muggy but it might have
been January as I sat huddled in the stand exactly
opposite the stage). I had brought a telescope on a
tripod with me and I needed it as the action was
very far away.

☺

☺

☺

☺

Bishopstock Music Festival 25-2627 August 2001

Bishopstock this year was held later in the year
than its normal time slot in May. This was due to
the foot and mouth epidemic. There was a lot of
controversy over the late cancellation by the
organisers of some of the blues acts, Clarence
‘Gatemouth’ Brown, Otis Rush, Jimmy Smith
and the Delta Blues Cartel (Honeyboy Edwards,
Robert Lockwood Jr, Henry Townsend and
Homesick James). This was due to the finances of
the festival as, a week after the festival, they went
into liquidation. So who knows if it will be on next
year as there was talk of making this festival more
of a roots festival, encompassing country main
stream soul and folk as well as blues.

After nearly 30 years, memory inevitably fades and
although I have vivid recollections of certain parts of
the show, others are a complete blank, e.g. I
remember nothing of Gary Glitter (thankfully!) or
Bo Diddley.
Screaming Lord Sutch seemed to be on for ages.
He was involved in a dispute with Alice Cooper at
the time, who he accused of copying his act.
(Wrong! Both of them copied Screaming Jay
Hawkins). Sutch had a dummy on stage with him
that was supposed to represent Alice Cooper and
he kept running at it, brandishing a succession of
larger and larger swords and yelling to the crowd,
“Shall I cut his cock off?”

The highlight of the Saturday was without doubt,
Booker T. & The M.G.’s who seemed to be playing
better than ever; they did a brilliant version of
‘Green Onions’. They also did a very good version
of ‘Time Is Tight’ as well as ‘Soul Limbo’ for us
cricket fans. Taj Mahal was in fine form as well,
with a very good set which included ‘Mr.Pitiful’,
‘Down-home Girl’ and ‘Senor Blues’. Jon Cleary
was on keyboards. Also on the Saturday was
Courtney Pine who had the crowd right behind him
as he treated us to some fine jazz and jazz hip-bop
playing.

The Move (or was it Wizzard?) I recall because of
their desperate (and unsuccessful) attempt to get
the audience singing the vocal backing to ‘The Girl
Can’t Help It’. As soon as MC5 appeared (and just
why they were chosen, I cannot imagine) the fans
in front of the stage went berserk and started
bombarding them with empty beer cans. DJ Tony
Prince shouted angrily over the P.A. appealing to
them to stop as lots of the missiles were hitting the
wrong targets!
Bill Haley and the Comets put on a short but very
professional act, which, of course, was warmly
received. Jerry Lee, alas, has vanished from my
memory but some did say he was drunk (how could
they tell?).
Little Richard, as is well-known, blew his act by
abandoning it for stripping and talking too much,
leaving the band (led by Lee Allen) to blow endless
choruses, so it was left to Chuck Berry to pick up
the pieces for a barnstorming finale, after which he
asked the crowd to each light a match. By now, the
pitch was crowded with people and there was lots
of litter blowing about, which was also lit!

Mighty Mo Rodgers
The Sunday got off well with a very impressive set
from Mighty Mo Rodgers, who managed to cut his
finger on the keyboard and then told everybody that
he had now bled for the blues. ‘Blues Is My Wailing
Wall’ was a standout song in his faultless set.
Lyndon David Hall who is a soul artist also got my
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was (still am for that matter) honoured by this
request. Let me just say that I have never done this
sort of thing before, and therefore apologise now if
it’s crap. First up, album reviews.

vote for his Marvin Gaye-ish set of songs, I
particularly liked ‘Sexy Cinderella’. Peter Green's
Splinter group did a fairly accomplished set,
though I have to admit Peter is a shell of his former
self, but the band around him is good. ‘Black Magic
Woman’, ‘The Stumble’ and ‘Albatross’ were mixed
in with some newer ones like ‘Living On The Edge’.

The Strokes: This band have been getting a lot of
hype of late. Their recent album release, ‘Is this it’,
out now on Rough Trade, is more than a worthy
effort. Sounding very reminiscent of the
Stooges/Iggy Pop/Television, they give the
impression that they haven’t listened to anything
since the late 70’s. The wonderful ‘Is This It’ is a
good introduction to the next ten tracks. The garage
sound complete with lots of high hat and fuzzy
guitar, topped with catchy lyrics, comes together
well on ‘Someday’ and the magnificent ‘New York
City Cops’; a real stonker of a tune. It could have
been lifted straight from an Iggy Pop album.
Another favourite of mine is ‘Last Nite’, great riffing
and drumming, not to mention Julian Casablanca’s
more than adequate vocals. Undeniably heavily
influenced by the decade that brought us ‘The
Clash’ and the ‘Ramones’, they are a refreshing
change from the ‘nu-metal’ (Korn, Limp Biscuit,
Papa Roach etc.) scene. Coming again to these
shores in February 2002, look out for them as their
last shows in the UK were given superb reviews.
Check
out
www.thestrokes.com
or
www.thestrokes.org, the first being the band’s
official web site the second being an unofficial one.

Van Morrison was the crowd puller on this day and
he didn't disappoint them. Nina Simone was
terrible and I mean bad. Nina didn't do any of her
hits, though she did do ‘Here Comes The Sun’ and
‘Just Like A Woman’. Nina interrupted her set to
take a leak in the field behind and left her band
wondering what to do for 10 minutes. It was, as my
friend said, if you were to hear her sing in a pub you
would have booed her off. I managed to catch a set
from Kevin Brown in a tent and I must say I
enjoyed Kevin's set. I also saw Sugarland Slim
here as well and they did a cracking set.
Monday, the last day, was full of surprises. Johnny
Winter came on stage to announce that he would
not be playing due to illness so we had the London
Gospel Community Singers top of the bill instead.
Sue Foley was a bit of a
disappointment, though she
did do a good version of
Barbara Lynn's ‘We Got A
Good Thing Going On’. The
Fins were a jump blues, R&B
band from the U.S. and they
did an interesting set that
verged on Rock'n'Roll at
times, I liked ‘Mighty Side Up’.
Gary Moore and I don't seem
to get on well as I think he is
too loud and heavy. I did like ‘Still Got The Blues’
but I must admit I took a wander to the tent, which
was kind of a second stage, to see a very good
band from Ireland called the Mary Stokes Band.
They were, for me, one of the highlights of the day
and definitely a band to watch for. Justin Adams &
The Wayward Sheiks were the band that took the
Delta Blues Cartel spot and everybody was asking
Justin who? I can report, everybody will still be
asking Justin who? as he was no great sheik. (The
editorial board of 'Tales From The Woods' would
like to apologise for that final pun)

Cake: ‘Comfort Eagle’ is their fourth album. Alas,
it’s not as good as the last, ‘Prolonging the magic’
nor the one previous to that, ‘Fashion nugget’.
Maybe it is down to the replacement of both the
bass and lead guitarists. Looking at the credits for
‘Fashion nugget’ both are listed as having more
than a passing input. Nevertheless, Jim McCrae’s
vocals are unmistakable and his influence on the
writing stands out. Cake have always been a band
that does not conform to current,(nor past for that
matter) trends. On past albums they have covered
Gloria Gaynor’s ‘I Will Survive’ as well as Doris
Day’s ‘Perhaps, Perhaps, Perhaps’. No such
covers exist on this latest effort. However, track 2,
‘Shadow Stabbing’ does sound like it has influence
from J Geils Band!!!! I still haven’t quite worked
out if that’s a good thing or not. ‘Short Skirt Long
Jacket’ which I think is going to be the next single,
is typical of Cake. I quote, “I want a girl with a mind
like a diamond, I want a girl that knows what’s best,
I want a girl with shoes that cut, I want a girl whose
eyes burn like cigarettes”. This tune has a really
annoyingly familiar, but as yet, unable to identify
middle bit. Any help would be appreciated. Not a
bad album but, disappointing from my point of view.
Cake were supposed to be touring Europe at the
moment but when I checked on their web site –
www.cakemusic.com – a statement said that they
wanted to spend the forthcoming apocalypse with
their families!

Dave Thomas
Shrewsbury

☺

☺

☺

☺

Marffa’s Muffins
Last month I was asked by Keith to contribute to
this excellent magazine. He said that he wanted
input from the ‘Indie’ scene! Well, what can I say; I
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Oh well, that’s about all from me this month. One
last thing is forthcoming Gigs. November 24th at the
Men Fiddler (formerly LA2), [SPUNGE]. This is one
of the UK’s best ska/punk outfits around at the
moment. Definitely worth going to see, can’t rate
them enough. This is part of a comprehensive UK
tour, so if you don’t live in London then check your
local music venue, as they will probably be
bouncing in to a place near you soon.
Many thanks for your time,
Marffa’s Muffins.

☺

☺

☺

☺

Little Rag and Bone Shop of the
Heart
No trip to Paris would be complete without a visit to the
Shakespeare Book Shop, situated on the left bank,
approximately 150 metres from the Boulevard San
Michel. On Sunday, 14th October the shop celebrated its
50th year under its present proprietor. I was indeed
privileged to be invited to tea to share in this quiet
American of intellect’s great achievement, surrounded by
the books to which he has dedicated his life in the city he
loves.

I like to think there is a trace of genius in all of us
and in my case there might be a vague
resemblance to Walt Whitman who also ran a
bookstore and printing-press in Brooklyn over a
century ago. I feel a kinship with Walt Whitman and
believe the bookstore has the faults and virtues it
might have if he were the proprietor. It has been
said that perhaps no man liked so many things and
disliked so few as Walt Whitman and I at least
aspire to the same modest attainment.

Keith Woods
Looking back at half a century as a bookseller in
Paris it all seems like a never ending play by
William Shakespeare where the Romeos and
Juliets are forever young while I have become an
octogenarian who like King Lear is slowly losing his
wits. Now that I am coming into my second
childhood I wonder if all along I have just been
playing store on one of the back alleys of history,
putting obsolete books on dusty shelves while
people are riding the information superhighway
from one end to another of the global village.

I once expected to spend seven years walking
around the world on foot. I walked from Mexico to
Panama where the road ended before an almost
uninhabited swamp called the Choco Colombiano.
Even today there is no road. Perhaps it is time for
me to resume my wanderings where I left off as a
tropical tramp in the slums of Panama ~ the only
white man in a black neighbourhood. Perhaps like
Ambrose Bierce who disappeared in the desert of
Sonora I also may disappear. But after being
involved in all mankind it is hard to come to terms
with oblivion - not to see hundreds of millions of
Chinese with college diplomas come aboard the
locomotive of history - not to know if someone has
solved the riddle of the universe that baffled
Einstein in his futile efforts to make space, time,
gravitation and electromagnetism fall into place in a
unified field theory - never to experience democracy
replacing plutocracy in the military-industrial
complex that rules America - never to witness the
day foreseen by Tennyson "when the war-drums
throb no longer and the battle-flags are furled, in the
parliament of man, the federation of the world."

However I can think of a few modest achievements
typical of the idiosyncratic way this bookshop is
managed. When a French explorer named Michel
Peissel visited the bookshop I told him I had read
his book of travels in Quintana Roo and hoped
some day to meet him. He told me we had already
met because as a student he frequented the
bookstore and the books he read here inspired him
to become an explorer. In fact, he said, now that I
have published eighteen books I am back where it
all started in the little library above the bookstore. I
can also remember a little girl 12 years old that I
met in the Boston Gardens who dreamed of
studying ballet in France and I was able to give her
a round-trip to Paris and adopt her for a summer
holiday. She was one of many thousands whom I
have invited to stay in my house and read my books
as a way of repaying the hospitality I received in
many countries when I was a vagabond.

I may disappear leaving behind me no worldly
possessions just a few old socks and love letters,
and my windows overlooking Notre Dame for all of
you to enjoy, and my little Rag and Bone Shop of
the Heart whose motto is, "Be not inhospitable to
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GREAT EXCEPTION to this remark from a young
plastic Ted upstart like me!)

strangers lest they be angels in disguise." I may
disappear leaving no forwarding address, but for all
you know I may still be walking among you on my
vagabond journey around the world.

ENCOURAGING 'PLASTIC TEDS': 'Order your
Teddy-boy drapes from your local tailors (Burtons
will do them); no self-respecting rocker can be
without one!' (This quote particularly annoyed
Breathless Dan Coffey and in his view encouraged
a whole generation of Plastic Teds.)

Amitie Sincere – George Whitman
(reproduced with the kind permission of the author)

☺

☺

☺

☺

ON THE PIRATE RADIO SHIPS: 'Sink the Pirates!
.... their broadcasts can even be picked up in parts
of the Soviet Union... The Government will be doing
a lot of people a great service by sinking these
illegal stations for good..... Once the wretched mod
radio pirates are gone for good the atmosphere will
be much healthier round these parts!'

Loony Quotes From Comrade
Papard
The unacceptable face of the Loony Left has been
putting pen to paper for many years. Here is a
collection (part one) of quotations, some of which
he would probably rather forget:

ON MERRILL E. MOORE: 'Cats who think Merrill
Moore is better than Jerry Lee must be crazy' (not
the most diplomatic remark since Waxie Maxie
Needham did the cover design for that issue, and
wrote a regular column for The Bop Cat).

FROM VARIOUS ISSUES OF HIS MAGAZINE
'THE BOP CAT', MARCH 1967/AUGUST 1968:
ON BRIAN EPSTEIN AND HIS VARIOUS SAVILLE
THEATER ROCK'N'ROLL SHOWS: 'The cats, quite
rightly, were livid - they just lost their tempers and
smashed the place in true Rock'n'Roll Teddy-boy
style!..... rockers are not to be fooled about
with....Rockers not fooled by Brian Epstein's phony
sympathy for treatment we got at Chuck Berry
show.'
(CHUCK BERRY RIOT ON 19/2/67).

'MESSAGE TO THE "HIPPIES": Hope you die on
LSD; We'll get "high" on Jerry Lee!'
ON LARRY WILLIAMS FAN CLUB: 'Screamin'
Dee.... points out that the Larry Williams Fan Club
is run by mods, and their magazine contains some
loony feature they call 'Rock-Art'. We regret having
published the address to this club in the last issue...
steer clear of the club.'

'The first half of the show was painful. An Australian
outfit called the Bee-Jees (sic) massacred a whole
string of Rock'n'Roll numbers... and as if this wasn't
enough sacrilege for one nite, Gerry and the
Pacemakers came on and hacked up almost
beyond recognition numbers like "Dizzy Miss
Lizzy"... Both these groups were jeered
mercilessly.'
(FATS DOMINO SHOW ON 27/3/67).

☺

☺

☺

☺

Ode To Bim Bam
By the talented Dave Travis

A discophile named Bob
Worked hard at his so-called job
But the smell of shellac
Made him yakety yak
As he groped for his cash with a sob

'One thing spoiled this show - MODS. Hoardes (sic)
of these peculiar creatures invaded the Saville
Theater'
(BO DIDDLEY SHOW ON 16/4/67).

The Funkster
Well, peace has been restored at the Hand and
Racket - Miss Pugh is back behind the bar pulling
those pints. A few of the regulars were almost on
the point of despair - old Jack Larkin threatened to
take his custom elsewhere, down to the Fox and
Ferret. But common sense prevailed. Yes, Miss
Pugh is a delight.

'Keep up the jeering of mod acts at Rock’n’Roll
shows; Epstein has already said "we'll have to be
careful about supporting groups for Rock’n’Roll
artists".'
AND WHEN BRIAN EPSTEIN DIED: 'does (Rockin'
Robin Webb) really believe we owe "thanks" to
Mod-in-Chief the late Brian Epstein for his moneyspinning Rock'n'Roll concerts at the Saville? - 'ModRockers' can now pass-away with an assurance of
posthumous praise in the Rock'n'Roll News'
(COMMENTING ON ROCKIN' ROBIN WEBB'S
OBITUARY
ON
BRIAN
EPSTEIN
IN
'ROCK'N'ROLL NEWS. Breathless Dan Coffey took

It was her 40th birthday recently; so on her
Wednesday afternoon off we took the old train into
town and treated her to a slap-up meal at an Indian
restaurant in Leicester Square. Never far from a
record store, the HMV Oxford Street branch was
still having its “Biggest Sale” so I thought I'd pop in
there just briefly, thinking that they wouldn't have
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anything else in there. But no, how’s this for a
bargain? Roulette Rock'n'Roll Collection £3.99.
Rockin’ My Life Away (the Jerry Lee Lewis
collection) £4.99, the killer’s first Electra LP and
titles from his second and third LPs for the
company. The Soul Of Dobie Gray (MCA/Half
Moon) £3.99. Cliff Bennett’s new CD Soul Blast on
Castle Pie £4.99, which was actually recorded in
the summer of ‘97 at the Melting Pot Studios in
Manor Park. Ole Cliff stopped by one night in a
boozer not far from the studios and we all had a few
bevies. Cliff told us some great stories about
Johnny Kidd and Jerry Lee. I tell you, that CD is
powerful stuff, just dig his cut on ‘Slow Down’ and
also his version of ‘A Women Left Lonely’, a great
Dan Penn song which ole silver fox Charlie Rich
also cut. Cliff’s recording of ‘Seven Spanish Angels’
is well up there with the duet version by Ray
Charles and Willie Nelson (as some of you Kats will
know Uncle Ray is at the Hammersmith Apollo on
the 23rd of this month). It was rather an expensive
evening as we took in ‘The Graduate’ (you know,
where Linda Gray/Sue Ellen gets her kit off).

course, the father of Rock'n'Roll Bill Haley (dressed
like a bloody Canary in a yellow jacket). Grand
stuff.

Did anybody watch a 1980 documentary Blue
Suede Shoes on Channel 5 recently? It was at
2:15 in the morning and was duly filmed at Caister
holiday centre - one of the first Rock'n'Roll
Weekenders (if not THE first). It featured archive
clips of Bill Haley arriving at Waterloo those many
moons ago, Eddie Cochran performing ‘Teenage
Heaven’, a later clip of Gene Vincent in London with
‘Baby Blue’ (and in colour to boot).

Notable events for November
5th November 1912 - one of the silver screen’s most
memorable cowboys, Roy Rogers, is born.
9th November 1955 - George Jones’ first country hit
‘Why Baby Why’ enters the charts.
9th November 1978 - Jerry Lee Lewis undertakes
another European tour opening at Margate, Kent.
11th November 1938 - Narvel Felts born in Missouri.
12th November 1957 - Johnny Cash records ‘Big
River’ and ‘The Ballad Of A Teenage Queen’ at Sun
Studios, Memphis.
13th November 1969 - Gene Vincent records an
appearance on Top Of The Pops performing ‘BeBop-A-Lula ‘69’ but due to a musician's Union strike
the show is not broadcast.
13th November 1973 - Jerry Lee Lewis Junior is
killed while driving a Jeep.
15th November 1961 - Roy Orbison records ‘Blue
Bayou’ in Nashville.
22nd November 1955 - Sun recording artist Elvis
Presley signs a new recording contract with RCA
Victor.
23rd November 1951 - the first Town Hall Party TV
show is broadcast from Compton, California.
23rd November 1964 - blues/R&B stalwart Jimmy
Reed performs at the British Legion Club, South
Harrow.
29th November 1917 - famed guitarist Merle Travis
is born in Rosewood, Kentucky.
29th November 1957 - Brenda Lee is in Nashville
recording ‘Rock The Bop’ and ‘Rockabye Baby
Blues’.
30th November 1943 - Nat King Cole Trio record
their first session date with Capitol Records.

Sir Elton was also on the box where he revealed,
“I’d stand in front of the mirror and mime to Jerry
Lee Lewis records” again a documentary of his life
and the flamboyant clothes that Liberace would
wear on his TV shows (know this Kats and Kittens,
ol’ Lib batted for the other side also). Elt also says
“While I studied classical music I didn't want to be a
classical pianist, I wanted to be a Rock'n'Roll
pianist like Fats Domino and Little Richard, so I
formed bluesology.” To be true folks, the Funkster
actually went and saw him in concert in ‘74 but
can't really recall much about it. It wasn't a grand
auditorium like Wembley or such, just a small
venue not far from King's Cross as I recall.
A mate at work tells me that although the film of
Blue Suede Shoes is from 1980 he thinks it was
made in ‘78/’79 - anyone out there confirm?
See yas all in December.

You see all these rockabilly/Rock'n'Roll fans
descending upon the camp - they’re in a coach
singing ‘Old Black Joe’. On the stage, manic
performances from Flying Saucers, Crazy Cavan
and the Rhythm Rockers (still got the group's first,
stored amongst the Funkster’s vast library of vinyl –
whoops, what’s this? ‘100 Golden Greats’, Max
Bygraves, “Can I sell you a Tory folks?” - How did
that get there?) Ray Campi is there in full regalia
but what about Freddie Fingers Lee who tries his
Jerry Lee bit with ‘High School Confidential’? At the
end of his set he takes an axe to the piano and
proceeds to chop it in pieces, throwing bits into the
audience. Hey Freddie, Messrs Townsend and
Daltry from The Who were doing that, smashing
their guitars into the amps on stage back in the
Seventies.
The scene then shifts to The Royalty, Southgate
where Bill Haley is on stage wowing an enthusiastic
audience with a new set of Comets (no sign of
Rudy P. on sax) - it's hard to think it's over 20 years
ago. I recognised a slim Stuart Coleman and
Jailhouse John (I think, or was it Stu?) from the
Wild Wax show. There’s a young 11-year-old teddy
boy (Mr Papard perhaps?) introduced on stage at
Caister. Amazing stuff, a unique snapshot of the
Rock'n'Roll Weekender 21 years ago and of

Other notable events for November
On tour in the UK are Carl Perkins and Howlin’ Wolf
[1964].
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featuring some of Garner’s contemporaries
including an absolute gem by former Excello label
mate Roscoe Shelton in ‘Think It Over’ (no, not the
Buddy Holly ‘Think It Over’) and, best of all, an eight
minute blues by Earl Gaines entitled ‘Crankshaft
Blues’. You must get the CD for this track alone! Of
Garner’s songs on this set, I liked the slower,
bluesier items best - in particular ‘Her Love Is Killing
Me’ and ‘I've Seen The Times’.

Bill Haley and a new Liverpool group (The Beatles)
appear on stage at the Star Club, Hamburg [1962].
Bill says, “These boys will go far” (some have said
not bloody far enough).
Bobby Darin’s album ‘Golden Folk Hits’ is issued
[1963] while ‘Hello Dolly/Goodbye Charlie’ album is
issued [1964].
Also in November [1980] the Killer, Jerry Lee Lewis,
is ensconced in a recording studio in Caribou,
Colorado with producer Eddie Kilroy for Elektra
Records. Label boss Jimmy (‘I'm Sticking With
You’) Bowen mixes the whole project - three
album's worth of material and the tapes go into
storage.

To say that the Earl Gaines release is an essential
purchase is putting it mildly - there's an abundance
of swinging rhythm and blues and quality deep soul
sounds. Quick biog: born in Decatur, Alabama in
August 1935, Earl Gaines first sang with a group
known as Louis Brooks and his Hi-toppers in the
early Fifties (by this time Gaines was based in
Nashville). It was during this time that he met
songwriter Ted Jarrett who employed Earl as a
demo singer and it was Jarrett who wrote the song
that was to be Gaines’ first major hit, ‘It’s Love Baby
(24 Hours A Day)’ issued on Excello and reaching
No. 2 in the Billboard R&B charts in 1955. A later,
equally worthy cut from the mid Sixties is heard on
this CD.

The Funkster
☺

☺

☺

☺

C.D. REVIEWS
Hi there, Kats and Kittens. It’s Boppin’
Bryan (a.k.a. Hard Rock Bunter, a.k.a. Bryan
Clark) with a look at some MORE rockin’ CD
releases FOR you
Al Garner - Leaving Tennessee - Black Magic
9038

So to the delights featured herein; like Al Garner,
Earl’s first releases were issued on Champion and
the initial six songs (including the excellent ‘Three
Times Seven’) form the A and B sides of these
releases. ‘Let Me Down Easy’ and ‘Show Me
Somethin’ were originally released on Poncello. All
of the foregoing were recorded between 1958 and
1961. An interesting cover of the Ray Charles
arrangement of ‘You Are My Sunshine’ appeared
on Hit in 1962 with Lucille Johns assuming the role
of Margie Hendrix. The remaining songs were
recorded at Bradley’s Barn in Nashville in 1965/66
and were produced by the legendary DJ Bill “Hoss”
Allen. There are some quite simply wonderful
performances here - check out the ballads ‘The
Best Of Luck To You’, ‘The Door Is Still Open’ and
especially ‘Mercy On My Mind’; a real tour de force
in a style not unlike Bobby Bland. So to sum up, the
Garner CD is good but the Gaines CD is absolutely
essential.

Earl Gaines - 24 Hours A Day - Black Magic
9037
These two releases have been around for a couple
of years now but they have only been brought to my
notice following the super show these guys gave at
London's 100 Club on September 30th. Having
bought these CDs at the show, what do we find on
closer inspection? Turning first to the Al Garner
collection, in which he is backed by a very able
combo from Nashville called the Roadrunners, we
discover through uncredited sleeve notes that
Garner was born in Murfreesboro, Tennessee and
his first musical job involved playing drums for a
local outfit called the Kip King Combo. His first
sides as a vocalist were recorded for the Champion
label based in Nashville in 1959. There were many
R&B record labels in Music City in the mid to late
Fifties (Excello, of course, being the most notable)
but by the middle of the next decade virtually all
had disappeared.

Harold Burrage - Messed Up! The Cobra
Recordings 1956/58 - Westside WESM 634
Harold Burrage is not a name that springs
immediately to mind whenever one is asked who, in
their opinion, were the greatest rhythm and blues
artists of all time. But he has every right to be
mentioned in the same breath as Chuck, Bo,
Muddy etc. certainly after hearing the terrific sounds
on this long overdue collection on Westside. It
contains pretty much all of his recorded output for
the Cobra label in Chicago, cut between 1956 and
1958 and the guys who back Harold on these sides
are truly a dream team. Guitarists Otis Rush and
Magic Sam, saxmen Harold Ashby and Lucieus

Anyhow, Garner’s first single was released under
the unusual nom de plume of “Murfreesboro” and
didn't do great business. Soon he was off to Excello
cutting such goodies as ‘Leavin’ Tennesse’, ‘Gonna
Stop My Drinkin’ and ‘You Must Be Crazy’ which
sales-wise made a bit of a splash in the south.
Some 40 years or so down the line, this album,
taken from sessions held in the spring of 1998,
shows that Garner's cool baritone has lost none of
its quality. However, it turns out that not all the
songs on the CD are by Big Al; there are selections
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Dave Travis’ superlative booklet notes (great
pictures too) relate the Stompertime story in great
detail, but I’ll just make a few thoughts and
observations on the music heard on this little shiny
beauty. Stompertime supremo Eddie Bond has six
songs here, some rock, some country, all great.
‘The Monkey And The Baboon’ has long been a
favourite of mine and the version of ‘When The
Jukebox Plays’ is an alternate take which has a
greater urgency than the released version. I really
enjoyed Leon Starr’s contributions, waxed between
1958 and 1963 and unissued until White Label
finally put them out on a 1991 album. Good, if brief,
versions of rockin’ classics, with ‘Whole Lotta
Shakin’ being my pick of the bunch. Jim Morgan
was/is a new name to me - at first I thought it was
Eddie Bond under an alias, vocally they’re that
close. Loved ‘Ticket To Nowhere’ with its Johnny
Cash feel - splendid. Larry Manuel offers four
songs, the best three of which are previously
unreleased. I liked ‘Comanche Rock’n’Roll’, a
worthy addition to the Red Indian rock collection as
exemplified by ‘Running Bear’, ‘Rockin’ Red Wing’
and so on. ‘Pinstripe Suit’ is also very good.

Washington, guitarist Wayne Bennett, pianist Henry
Gray, bassman Willie Dixon and drummer Al
Duncan.
Born in Chicago in 1931 Burrage first recorded for
Decca in 1950 (‘Hi Yo Silver’), switched to Aladdin
the following year but response for the issued sides
was minimal. Gigging constantly and gradually
establishing a reputation he created, more or less,
the Cobra label in 1956. Among the earliest sides
recorded was ‘Hot Dog And A Bottle Of Pop’ aimed
squarely at the nascent ‘teen market. However, it
bombed (Willie Dixon sings harmony on this
incidentally). ‘You Eat Too Much’ and ‘One More
Time’ are decent mid tempo items as is the title
track. ‘I Don't Care Who Knows’ is an easy rockin’
track that’s heard three times - two alternate takes
and the master. ‘Satisfied’ and ‘A Heart Filled With
Pain’ are two reasonable blues ballads (there’s an
earlier, more tentative take of ‘Satisfied’ elsewhere
on the CD).
‘Stop For The Red Light’ is a message song that
reminds me a bit of Nervous Norvus’s ‘Transfusion’
only this rocks more! There are two takes of this
song – one’s listed as the undubbed master but it
sounds like an alternate take to me. ‘I Cry For You’
(again heard twice) is a good blues with a lazy
tempo while ‘She Knocks Me Out’ and ‘Betty Jean’
are two superb rockers that should already be in
your collection. Nice to have an alternate ‘She
Knocks Me Out’. There’s some great tenor sax on
these tracks, presumably from Harold Ashby. After
leaving Cobra Burrage went on to record for Vee
Jay during 1959/60, for Paso and Foxy in 1961/62
and in the autumn of 1962 he was recording for MPac, with whom he enjoyed one major top 10 R&B
hit ‘Got To Find A Way’ in 1965. Just as he was
beginning to revel in his new-found stardom he died
of a massive heart attack on 25th November, 1966.
He was just 35 years old.

Best of the rest? Adron Jumper (what a name went on to record for Marks and Spencer) comes
up with some nice country in ‘Hello Trouble’ and
‘Just A Waste Of Time’. Pat Ferguson's ‘Fool I Am’
reminds me of Patsy Holcomb, it's great femme
rockabilly. Mr ‘Boppin’ Wigwam Willie’ himself, Ray
Scott, has a decent bopper in ‘Boy Meets Girl’ and
has a nice go at ‘Tonight Will Be The Last Night’,
perhaps best known by Warren Smith. ‘Rag Mop’
by the Four Kings is a rare excursion into jump-jive
territory, while the better of Doug Stone's two songs
is the Jimmy Rodgers tribute ‘Brakeman Blues’.
Memphis legends Bud Deckleman and Tommy
Tucker have two songs each; Deckleman’s mid
tempo ‘Barefoot Rock’ is quite impressive. Willie
Mitchell's ‘Bongo Beat’ (Willie Mitchell, a Honky
Tonker?) has a Bill Black sound about it - not
surprising as many of the combo play on this. There
are more great songs in this collection which is an
absolute must if you're a true fan of Memphis
rockabilly and country sounds. Well done Dave,
keep ‘em coming.

The Stompertime Story - Various Artists Stompertime STCD 14
Subtitled “Memphis Rockabillies, Hillbillies and
Honky Tonkers”, this new collection has no less
than 38 tracks on it and weighs in at 79 minutes
long. Value for money I'd say. Stompertime
Records was very much the brainchild of Memphis
rockabilly legend Eddie Bond. His first recordings
were for Ekko in 1955 and the following year Eddie
found himself at Mercury cutting a batch of songs
that subsequently became rockabilly classics for all
time; ‘Slip, Slip, Slippin’ In’, ‘Flip Flop Mama’,
‘Rockin’ Daddy’ - you know ‘em, you've got ‘em!
Breaking away in 1957, Bond formed the
Stompertime label (so named after his band The
Stompers) with intent to release not only his own
recordings but also those of local Memphis talent,
more often than not using custom made pressings.

The Rock'n'Roll weekender held at Pontin’s Holiday
Camp in Hemsby, Norfolk between the 4th and 7th
October 2001 was the 27th such event. Though
there was a slightly lower turnout than usual, Kats
and Kittens of all ages and many nationalities
witnessed some great live Rock'n'Roll music from a
selection of bands from all over Europe plus some
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- ‘Party Doll’ and ‘Somebody Touched Me’ - would
have sufficed).

legendary American stars who were headlining.
Maiden visitors to this country were the Harptones
and Johnny Vallis, whereas Young Jessie, Huelyn
Duvall, Robert Gordon and especially Charlie
Gracie have trod the British boards in the past.
Anyway let's crack on with the summary of Hemsby
27.
The ever popular Charlie Gracie headlined on
Thursday night as part of a nationwide tour he is
undertaking as this is written. Backed to perfection
by the Hemsby house band (Clive Osbourne on
tenor sax, Paul Ansell piano, Wayne Hopkins bass,
and Paul Atkinson drums), Charlie once again
showed the Hemsby audience just why he is one of
the truly great rockin’ performers. This year he
celebrates 50 years in the business, a remarkable
achievement. Opening with a brisk medley of
‘Rockin’ Is Our Business’ and ‘Jump, Jive And
Wail’, Gracie embarked on a set that featured the
best of his 20th Century and Cameo material, a
couple of long-time favourite instrumentals and a
trio of new songs from his latest CD release ‘I’m
Alright’ - these being the title track and also ‘I'm
Gonna Love You’ and ‘Go Man Go’. His guitar
prowess was amply demonstrated in ‘Honky Tonk’
and ‘Guitar Boogie’, there was an affectionate
tribute to Louis Prima with ‘Just A Gigolo/I Ain’t Got
Nobody’, versions of ‘Rock A Beatin’ Boogie’ and
Carl McVay’s ‘Tootsie’, plus all the hit songs with
which he is associated – ‘Butterfly’, ‘99 Ways’, ‘Just
Lookin’, ‘Wanderin’ Eyes’. ‘Fabulous’ and of course
‘You Got A Heart Like A Rock’ which probably got
the biggest response. He encored with a rousing
take on ‘Shake, Rattle And Roll’ concluding a fine
show. Charlie Gracie is truly one of Rock'n'Roll’s
nice guys, may he continue to be “fabulous” for
years to come!

Johnny Vallis with Wayne Hopkins (background)

Johnny Vallis’ act was enjoyable; he has a great
stage presence, but needs more original material if
he is to be a rockabilly headliner in Europe. Even
so, he went down well with the crowd and his
second version (and second encore)
of Glen Glenns ‘Blue Jeans And A
Boys Shirt’ seemed to impress a
special “breathless” guest visitor who
tripped the light fantastic with my
dear friend (and T F T W subscriber)
Bernie. I felt knackered just watching
them!
I missed Young Jessie’s first appearance in Blighty
in 1983 when he appeared as part of an R&B
package at the Electric Ballroom in Camden. I've
loved his music for many years and eagerly looked
forward to his Hemsby set. I was not disappointed.
His choice of material may have been more
appropriate to the 100
Club
than
Hemsby,
containing as it did more
than a few a low-down
blues
songs,
but
personally I didn't care.
The man could’ve stood
there and sung ‘Knees
Up Mother Brown’ in
Chinese and I would still
be going mental, mental
Radio Rental! Songs
such
as
‘Lonesome
Desert’ may have ruffled
the
young
boppers’
feathers somewhat but it
sure sent T F T W’s editor into paroxysms of
unrestrained glee, looking for all the world like a
newly converted believer at a 5 Blind Boys of
Alabama show. There was to be no shufflin’ in the
gravel tonight, unfortunately but such as ‘Mary Lou’,
‘Hit, Git And Split’ and ‘Don't Happen No More’
delighted
the
dancers
and
there

Friday. Originally hailing from Canada, Johnny
Vallis has for some years carved out a successful
career as a Rock'n'Roll impersonator, often working
in Las Vegas (he has been Buddy Holly on many
occasions). He’s a crowd pleaser over there; could
he knock ‘em dead over here? We had to wait to
find out as the Houserockers, who had the job of
backing J V made it to the main stage at last (after
wowing the punters in the Queen Vic last May).
After kicking off with strong versions of ‘Don't Need
No Job’ and ‘We're Gonna Boogie’ Rob Glazebrook
(guitar and vocals), Wayne Hopkins (bass) and
Ritchie Taylor (drums) made way for Vallis who
sang, among other Rock'n'Roll/rockabilly classics,
‘Baby Let's Play House’, ‘Ready Teddy’ And ‘Baby I
Don't Care’ (tonight, Matthew, I’m gonna be Elvis
’56) and then there were lots of wild gyrations and
shaking the lunch box to excite the females! It
transpired that he and Buddy Knox were good
friends and worked together in Canada
occasionally and so, in tribute to Buddy, Johnny
sang a four-song tribute (though to me, two of these
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at the end of the set’s closer ‘Three Months To Kill’.
He encored with ‘Humdinger’, the Bo Diddley-ish
‘Hey Bruce’, ‘Blue Lotta Blue’ and the title track
from his new CD ‘She's My Baby’. Sadly no ‘Life
Begins At Four O'clock’ but a great all-round
performance from a real Southern gentleman.
The down home rockabilly of Huelyn Duvall made a
sharp contrast with the sinister Rock'n'Roll swagger
of bill topping Robert
Gordon. It has been
said that many have
come to Rock'n'Roll
through
Gordon's
excellent albums with
Link Wray in the midto late Seventies (not
me though, I came to
it via Jerry Lee, Elvis
and Little Richard in
the mid-Sixties) and
on Saturday night
Gordon proved in no
uncertain terms why
he is one of the great
Rock'n'Roll
interpreters of modern times. Backed by the
Houserockers, who seemed to put on more of a
show than Gordon himself, and whose personnel
were increased by one extra guitar player (sorry
Antonio, didn't catch your surname),

w
as the pungent aroma of rodents at the end of the
act. Encores? None, sad to say, but much credit
and respect to Clive Osbourne and the Swing Kings
who backed Jessie. He is wonderful; let's hope that
it won't be another 18 years until he returns.
Saturday. American born Nick Willet, about whom
I've heard good things, did a lunch time session in
the Queen Vic pub but I
was unable to attend. In
the main ballroom at
10:00pm, Johnny Vallis
took
the
stage
to
introduce
Challenge
recording artist Huelyn
Duvall,
backed
by
Sweden's Wildfire Willie
and the Ramblers, who
then
proceeded
to
deliver one of the best
rockabilly sets I have
ever
witnessed
at
Hemsby. Beginning with
an invitation to ‘Suzie’s
House’, we then heard all the classics in rapid
succession.
‘Teen
Queen’, ‘Boom Boom
Baby’ (a hit song for
Crash Craddock), ‘Friday
Night On A Dollar Bill’,
‘Modern
Romance’
(demoed
by
Huelyn
before the song was
picked up by Sanford
Clark) and a Harlan
Howard song entitled
‘You Knock Me Out’. The
crowd by now were
roused to fever pitch as
Huelyn delivered ‘It’s No
Wonder’, ‘Comin’ Or Goin’ and ‘Pucker Paint’, and
there was a nice salute to the Big O with ‘Sweet
And Easy To Love’. Willie and the Ramblers had
done a fine job all through the set, replicating the
original arrangements with total accuracy and this
was especially true when the pianist did the swoops

Robert spent the first 10 to 15 minutes performing
mid to slow tempo songs, all to great dramatic
effect. The Burnette’s ‘I Just Found Out’, Willie
Nelson's ‘Hello Walls’, Sanford’s ‘The Fool’, Elvis’s
‘I Was The One’ and Tommy Sands’ ‘Worryin’ Kind’
all sounded great and it was during the latter that
Antonio lost a guitar string, so while a substitute
axe was found for the rhythm guitarist, we were
treated
to
a
great
a
version
of

‘
Blue Moon Of Kentucky’. This was followed by the
popular ‘Driving Wheel’, which probably got the
best response of the night. More moody rockers in
Marty Wilde's ‘Bad Boy’ (a nice surprise), ‘Bertha
Lou’ (more Clint Miller style than Johnny Faire),
‘Red Cadillac And A Black Moustache’ and
‘Suspicion’. Despite a tempo increase with
‘Rockabilly Boogie’ it seemed that Robert was
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some doo-wop with ‘The Masquerade Is Over’, ‘So
Good, So Fine’, tender readings of ‘Only You’ and
‘Since I Fell For You’, and a Harptone favourite
‘Three Wishes’. On hearing all these it became
clear to me that even at 72, Willie Winfield’s voice
can make your knees buckle and your trousers flap.

happy to see out the set in mid-tempo style. ‘The
Way I Walk’, ‘Look Who's Blue’, ‘I Was The Last
One To Know’ and he was gone, albeit
momentarily. He was brought back for ‘Red Hot’
and ‘Mystery Train’. So ended a fine performance
although I do hope that the next time I see him, the
between song breaks are kept to a minimum - to
me it destroys the momentum somewhat.
And so to Sunday. After traipsing around the
morning car boot sale I decided to stay on at the
camp for a while to check out a set by Dale Rocka
and the Volcanoes in the Queen Vic pub. From
Sicily, they did a fine hour-long set. I was
particularly impressed by the lead guitarist,
especially on versions of Hayden Thompson’s ‘One
Broken Heart’ and Bob Luman’s ‘All Night Long’. A
fine way to spend an afternoon. Thank you
Massimo Rocca (guitar and vocals), Roberto
Gorgone (lead guitar), Luca Ciracano (bass) and
Giovanni Ziino (drums). Bellisimo!

Willie Winfield in the process of making your
knees buckle and your trousers flap.

Sunday evening. Caught The Rockets, an AngloAmerican alliance that performed an enjoyable set,
by and large. Plus marks for versions of ‘Crazy
Baby’ (the Rockin R’s song) and ‘Rocky Road
Blues’. Minus marks for ‘I Just Found Out’ and their
opener ‘Driving Wheel’, sung the previous night by
Robert Gordon. Even so, they have a nice tight
sound and are quite visual too, so I'd like to go and
see them again some time.

Many more great Harptones’ ballads were included
such as ‘My Memories Of You’, ‘The Shrine Of St
Cecilia’ (following on the heels of the Temptations’
‘Get Ready’), ‘Laughing On The Outside’ and of
course, ‘Sunday Kind Of Love’ and ‘Life Is But A
Dream’.

So now ladies and gentlemen, it is STARTIME. Are
you ready for STARTIME? Give it up for the
Harptones, formed in 1953 by Willie Winfield and

makers of such doo-wop classics as ‘A Sunday
Kind Of Love’, ‘Life Is But A Dream’ and many
more. Original members Raoul Cita, William James
and Willie Winfield are still there along with newer
recruits Vicki Burgess and Marlowe Murray (a 27
year member!). Before I go any further, I'd like to
extend special thanks to Ian Wallis for his help in
identifying certain song titles; some songs I
recognised, some not.

Vicki Burgess
Vicki was featured on ‘My Foolish Heart’ (quite
enjoyed that). Marvin Gaye’s
‘You're A Wonderful One’ and
Chuck Jackson's ‘I Don't
Want To Cry’ were well
performed but I was hoping
for ‘Mambo Boogie’ and ‘You
Know You’re Doin’ Me
Wrong’. No such luck. ‘High Flying Baby’, as
featured in the movie “Rockin’ The Blues”, was
sung by the group and it was great! Shame Raoul
didn’t get under the piano while playing though.

Backed by the Swing Kings, they kicked off with a
medley of ‘Ain’t No Mountain High Enough’ and
‘That’s The Way It Goes’ and for a moment I
thought I was in Southport or Cleethorpes rather
than Hemsby. However, we soon settled down to
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Back in issue 9, we published a letter from Desperate
Dan of the Brecon Beacons about his UFO abduction.
After much research, Doctor Dale now replies:

This letter has caused Doctor Dale a lot of
problems, but after consulting colleagues at
Charley Street and ex-headmasters and farmers in
Wales to no avail, he has accidentally stumbled on
the formula.
Whilst supplying tins of Viagra and Tapioca to
various Sex Shops in Soho, he noticed special
laser-proof condoms at A.Grubby & Co. in Filth
Street. A six month supply of these has been
forwarded and they will neither show the green
glow nor emit rays. A considerable bill will follow to
cover the great Doctor’s expenses

Raoul Cita
More gawd-blimey with the Brotherhood Of Man’s
‘United We Stand’ (we’re at Hemsby remember)
and some wonderful acapella on the encore ‘I'll
Never Tell’. So, all in all, mixed feelings about this
one. I was pleased and disappointed, yet they went
down a storm with the crowd. However, one
question remains - would the Hemsby audience go
wild for James Brown if he played ‘Chonnie Ch
Chon’ and ‘Fine Old Foxy Self’ after hitting us with
‘Sex Machine’ and ‘Ain’t It Funky’? Hmmm.

☺
There has been a glut of correspondence lately to
the esteemed physician and he is so happy to have
been of assistance to you all. It is nice that
everyone is so well, both mentally and physically.

☺
With Christmas just around the corner and an
extension to the good Doctor’s surgery on the way
– why not a pantomime to fund his new building?
You could all take part. Suggestions for character
actors are as follows: Brian Jessup
The dormouse from
Alice in Wonderland
Tony Papard
Puss in Boots
Woody
The Emperor’s New
Clothes
Doctor Dale
Dr Doolittle
Tony Wilkinson
Old Mother Goose
Ian McNeil & John Joliffe The Ugly Sisters
Willie Jeffrey
The Fairy Godmother
Gor-blimey Dave
Cinderella
Barrie Gambling
Prince Charming
Keith Johnson
Captain Hook
John Howard
The Crocodile
Nick
Peter Pan
Scottish Mike
Aladdin
Ivory Joe Bunter
Widow Twanky
Ian Wallis & Bernie
Punch and Judy
Darren Vidler
Jack and the Beanstalk
Lee Wilkinson
The Ogre
Dart Carson
Buttons
Ken Major
Fagin
Lynne, Mary & Anne
The Fairy Queens

The two Willies (Winfield on the left)
Hemsby 28 next May features the combined talents
or Narvel Felts, Sonny West, Alvis Wayne, Lew
Williams, Matt Lucas, Teddy Redell, Maurice
Williams and the Zodiacs and Dr Charles Dale. See
you there.

☺
Well chaps and lassies, how about a change from
your personal top twenties? To set the ball rolling I
have devised a different concept – why not join in
the fun and provide your list in this particular
category:
The Worst Recordings By Major Artists
Jerry Lee Lewis
It Won’t Happen With Me
Chuck Berry
My Ding-A-Ling
Fats Domino
Korea Blues
Elvis Presley
Wooden Heart

The editorial board of 'Tales From The Woods'
would like to express their thanks to Paul Harris
Photography for the photos used in this article.

Dr Dale’s Casebook
(The good Dr Dale continues to help the helpless)
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Gene Vincent
Eddie Cochran
Little Richard
Buddy Holy
Roy Orbison
Lonnie Donegan
Carl Perkins
The Coasters
Everly Brothers
Duane Eddy

Love, Love, Love
Three Stars
Annie’s Back
Slippin’ And Slidin’
Claudette
Does Your Chewing Gum…
That’s Right
Run Red Run
Take A Message To Mary
Pepe

The Rooster Crowed Over
Burgess Hill
Three Bob Note
On September 11th (yes, the day itself), I booked
my flight to New York for my regular autumn trip to
hook-up with old friend John Broven. Anyway,
having booked the flight, I decided somewhat
bravely (or foolishly) that the trip should go ahead,
and to carry on regardless.

In my next issue depending on your welfare I shall
present my list of why were they not big hits? Good
examples would be Larry Williams’ double-sided
gem of ‘Dizzy Miss Lizzie/Slow Down’, Gene
Vincent’s ‘Say Mama’ etc.
I expect experts in this field to come up with their
top twenties in forthcoming magazines and would
imagine that a considerable number will be
duplicated, so come on Hard Rock Bunter and
chums, give it a whirl.

My first day proper in New York was Thursday 18th
October. John and I decided to travel into the City
that day even though it was rumoured to be the day
of the next terrorist attack (it was the day the
terrorists who blew up the East African embassies
were being sentenced).
I have never seen
Manhattan so empty! Still, we felt quite relaxed nothing about NYC could feel quite as threatening
as the time we nearly met our end in Bobby
Robinson's Record Shop on Harlem's 125th Street.
This was on the Juke Blues research trip that John,
Paul Harris, and I undertook in 1986 (more about
this in a future edition).

☺
Finally, before I shut my surgery door, here is
something special for you as you are such lovely
people.
Doctor Dale’s Prune Mould (4 portions)
½ lb prunes
¾ pint of water
½ inch cinnamon stick
Rind of ½ a lemon
2 oz sugar
Light ½ oz gelatine
Lemon juice to taste
Carmine
Glace cherries and angelica to decorate
1. Wash prunes, soak in water with lemon rind
overnight.
2. Stew till tender with lemon rind and
cinnamon stick. Add sugar.
3. Strain and reserve the liquid.
4. Remove stones from prunes.
5. Keep 6 or 8 prunes for garnish and chop
rest thinly.
6. Measure liquid and, if reduced, make up to
¾ pint with water.
7. Put into small pan and dissolve gelatine
into it.
8. Stir this gradually into chopped prunes; add
lemon juice and sufficient carmine to give a
clear colour.
9. As mixture starts to thicken, pour into a wet
mould.
10. When set, immerse in water (uncomfortably
hot to the hand) and turn on to a dish.
11. Decorate with remaining prunes, stuffed
with cherries and angelica stalks.
Prune Jelly
Use a pint packet raspberry or lemon jelly dissolved
in ¾ pint of water and prune juice and proceed as
above.

Thankfully, Harlem has pulled itself round since
those dark days and we had no qualms about
venturing there, having made an “appointment” to
see veteran record man Robinson - our first Bob of
the day. John and I wanted to talk to Bobby about
some of the soul artists he recorded for his Enjoy
label in the '60s - artists like Joe Haywood and
Willie Hightower - as this has been a neglected
aspect of Bobby's work.
He shared his
reminiscences with us over a very enjoyable lunch
at Sylvia’s Soul Food Restaurant. Bobby's memory
is still sharp and his recollections will form the basis
of a short article in a future edition of Juke Blues.
Just a quick word about Sylvia's itself - it's now on
the tourist circuit and there were as many white
faces as black amongst the clientele. However, this
doesn't seem to have spoilt the ambience, so a
visit, if the opportunity arises, is recommended.

The author and Bobby Robinson in Sylvia’s

After walking back the three blocks with Bobby to
his shop, John and I then took the 'A' train back
downtown and the opportunity to view the famous
Manhattan skyline minus the twin towers. We did
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this thanks to the Staten Island Ferry. On the way
back you could see the smoke still rising from the
smouldering WTC ruins. We didn't have any desire
to go closer to “Ground Zero” and felt we had paid
our respects from a courteous distance. On this
subject though, I must just say that to see the
pictures of missing people with desperate
messages from their loved ones does bring a tear
to the eye. For example, there is a whole wall-full in
one of the entrances to Penn Station. I also found
the hand written and autographed condolence
sheets to NYC from all parts of the States to be
moving.
These are also pinned-up and a
particularly striking one was from Lubbock, Texas a town dear to many of our hearts.

An hour and a half after he had told his wife he was
going shooting a 40-year-old airline pilot was found
chained and crushed against the side of his
Volkswagen Beetle. The ignition was on, the
steering wheel was tied as far as it would turn to the
left, and the car had been travelling in circles. The
man was naked apart from a series of straps similar
to a parachute harness, and secured to the side of
the car by a heavy chain. It appears that he had
removed his clothes and chained himself to the
back bumper of the car, which he had set on
‘autopilot’. He jogged along behind it and when he
wanted to stop the ‘game’, he went towards the car,
which ran over the chain. As the chain slowly
wound around the axle it reeled the man inexorably
towards the car, and with no means of escape he
was eventually asphyxiated against the bumper.

Then we were off to Greenwich Village to see our
second Bob of the day - one Bob Noguera. Bob
runs Strider Records on Jones Street, he is a fan of
our music, a collector himself, and a really nice guy.
I have been visiting his store ever since that first trip
in 1986 and always pick-up a few nice records
when I'm there. An added bonus is that the smell in
the shop is pure vinyl - not a sniff of a CD anywhere
- so it really is hallowed turf. Do visit Bob’s store if
you're in NYC, you really do have a good chance of
getting something from your “Wants List” - I did!

A man turned up at a hospital wearing an overcoat
and with blood dripping down his leg. When he
removed the coat the doctor saw he had a
geranium inserted in his penis. The man had got
the flower in without any difficulty, but when he tried
to remove it, the hairs on the stem of the flower had
dug into the urethra and ripped it to shreds.
A 62-year-old farmer was found dead in his barn by
a neighbour, crushed beneath the hydraulic scoop
of his tractor. He was wearing stockings and a pair
of shoes with an eight-inch heel and his ankles
were tied to a four-foot length of pipe which was
itself chained to the scoop. By pulling on a pair of
ropes, he could raise the scoop and suspend
himself upside-down. Beside the dead body was a
broken length of four by two, which was meant to
act as a safety feature when the scoop was
lowered, by stopping it from hitting the ground.
Unfortunately, as the scoop came down it had
snapped the wood and continued downwards,
trapping the man beneath it and crushing him.

After a fun hour or so at Strider's, it was just a quick
subway ride to our final destination for the day. We
headed to the B B King Blues Club - a plush venue
on West 42nd Street where Bobby 'Blue' Bland our day's third Bob - was playing the first night of
his engagement. John and I just saw the first set
and found Bobby in fine form. He was relaxed and
treated us to a set which was Duke material nearly
all the way - we loved his seven piece band too
who were really on the ball. It made for a great end
to the day, and we were more than content as we
bobbed along to Penn Station for our train and a
“shut eye” journey back to John's Long Island
shack.

A policeman in Staffordshire returned home from a
night shift to find his wife preparing breakfast. For
some unknown reason he wrapped a slice of bread
around his penis, at which point the dog leapt up
and took a bite out of it. The man needed cosmetic
surgery to restore the damage.

Blues Boy

Winkles in
the Mud

A 34 year old New Yorker injected a cocaine
solution into his penis to heighten his sexual
pleasure. After enjoying intercourse with his
girlfriend however, he couldn't get rid of his
erection, and after three days he went to the doctor
in search of help. Shortly afterwards, he developed
a blood clot in various parts of his body, gangrene
set in and he lost both legs, nine fingers and his
penis.

A man of 20 reported to a casualty department
complaining of pain in his rectum. The examination
revealed a hard, stoning mass. According to the
man, he had been ‘fooling around’ with his
boyfriend, which involved lying on his back with his
feet against the wall while his a boyfriend inserted a
funnel in his rectum and poured a quantity of
concrete mixture through it. The man underwent
surgery to remove the, by now, solid lump of
concrete, which weighed 275 grams, and on further
examination was also found to contain a Ping-Pong
ball.

Tony Wilkinson
Acknowledgements
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Remember - you’re only
young twice

Editor and all-round great guy- Keith
Woods

Keith Woods

6-5-Special – Mick O’Toole
Quotes - Tony Papard
Rooster – Dickie Tapp
Notebook - Lee Wilkinson
Winkles - Tony Wilkinson
The Funkster - The Funkster
CDs/Hemsby Reviews – Bryan Clark
Dr Dale’s Casebook - Dr Charles Dale
Mike Innes – Brian Benjamin
Ode to Bim Bam – Dave Travis
Mick Brownlee/Mickey Jupp – John
Howard
Worst Top 20 – Darren Vidler
Bishopstock – Dave Thomas
Marffa’s Muffins – Matt Slade
Beginnings – Ralph Edwards
Merseyside/Wembley – Neil Foster
Soul Kitchen – John Soulboy Joliffe
Keith’s slave - ‘H’
Apologies to anybody whose article has not been published
this month – we’ll try and fit you in next time.

☺

☺

☺

☺

If you wish to subscribe or advertise in the
UK's fastest-growing in-house magazine,
write to;

‘Tales from the Woods’
care of Keith Woods
25 Queen Anne Avenue
Bromley
Kent
BR2 0SA

Telephone/Fax 020 8460 6941
Articles for publication can be e-mailed to
HJMatonEsq@compuserve.com
or

matonh.railtrack@ems.rail.co.uk
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A Story (by H)
(which is finally finished – cut out and keep for posterity)

by H
Deciding that the last two objects were not originally in the envelope, Keith discarded these from his studies.
Picking up the larger of the two white envelopes, he once again performed the deft flicking operation with
the paper knife and looked inside the envelope. The only objects visible were bank notes – the £20 variety.
A quick mental calculation gave the result that they totalled £479. Checking his calculations with a calculator
(this calculator hasn’t been mentioned before but it was sitting on the right of the desk, just beside the PC)
Keith adjusted this figure to £500 exactly. On the front of the envelope he noticed the word “Retainer” so he
deduced that the money was meant as a down payment on his services. In the blink of an eye (well, several
blinks actually – that photo had struck his eye quite hard) the money disappeared into one of the desk
drawers.
Taking hold of his mobile phone, Keith entered the number from the post it note, saving it under the name
‘Cleavage’. He then pressed the call button. After a couple of rings the sultry voice of his earlier visitor came
over the ether, “Hello?”
“Hi, it’s just Keith. I wanted to check I’d got your number right. By the way, you dropped my card before you
left.”
“Oh. I have your number in my phone and I know where you are so I don’t really need it now.”
“Okay then. ‘Bye,” and with that Keith terminated the call.
Keith now returned his attention to the objects scattered across the top of his desk. The crystal ashtray
struck a chord in his memory and he opened the drawer to the bottom right of his desk, withdrawing a large
Tupperware container. From this fashion statement in opaque plastic he extracted several objects and, in a
fashion known to but few in the world, fashioned a fashionable slim white tube which he then commenced to
set fire to. Drawing strongly on this roll-up, he replaced the Tupperware container in the drawer and perused
the sheet of paper with details of the man in the photo.
“Name: DD,” he read to himself. “Hmmm, no clues there. Age: 55. Address in Woking. Aha, I see he’s
working in General Practice. That must be something to do with the drugs connection. I wonder where the
tapioca comes in? Married with a couple of teenage children and he likes a game of squash. I see he’s into
football and Rock'n'Roll – glad to see he’s got good musical taste even if the same can’t be said about his
politics. Now, what’s this? He’s been receiving an awful lot of personal mail over the past few months and
has been spending more and more time in his study. He’s also been making lots of extra phone calls and
has been very secretive about what he’s up to.”
Replacing the sheet of paper on his desk Keith took a final drag on his cigarette and stubbed it out in the
ashtray. This action reminded him of Loretta’s cleavage, causing him to cross his legs again. He sat back in
the chair and steepled his fingertips (a good trick if you can do it). After pondering what he had read for a
few minutes, he picked up the final object on the desk, the smaller of the two envelopes. Retrieving the
paper knife he once again performed his DFO (deft flicking operation) exposing the contents of the
envelope.
The first of these was a bill for 12 cases of sugar-free tapioca. The next was an invoice for one gross of
Viagra tablets. The third and final object was another envelope, folded in half, and addressed to the
mysterious DD at the address he had read earlier. Another DFO later and the letter inside was in his hand.
‘Dear Doctor Dale, I have read your column in 'Tales From The Woods' and I wondered if you could help
me. I have been seeing this woman for a few months now and so far have been unable to perform the
‘dance of the beast with two backs’ with her. She seems willing but every time we get close to achieving
mutual satisfaction my old feller fails me. Can you send me some of your world-renowned ‘Viagra and
Tapioca’ mix? I feel sure this would alleviate my problems and allow us to progress our relationship.’
“Bugger me!” expostulated Keith. “It’s my old mate Charles. I’m surprised I didn’t recognise his wife.” With
that, he pressed redial on his phone and in a couple of rings was again talking to Loretta.
“Hello my dear, Keith again. You’ll be happy to know that I have solved the case. Your husband’s extracurricular activities are all perfectly legal and he remains an outstanding pillar of the community. You have
nothing to worry about. Oh, thanks for the money.” With that, Keith terminated the call, another case
successfully solved, his immaculate and imposing record as a Private Dick intact.
(to be continued… not)
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